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Layers of mountains on the
Iveragh and Beara peninsulas.
Photo: Richard Creagh.

Benefits of membership

H

ere are some of the benefits
you can enjoy as a member
of Mountaineering Ireland:

• Personalised membership card.
• Dedicated professional staff to assist
you on all issues relating to hillwalking
and climbing.
• Quarterly members’ magazine, The
Irish Mountain Log, delivered to your
door.
• Mountaineering Ireland insurance - Civil
Liability, excess Public Liability and limited
Personal Accident cover for you and for
your club officers and walk leaders.
• Mountaineering Ireland/BMC Travel and
Activity insurance for walking and
climbing trips abroad.
• Eligibility for UIAA Reciprocal Rights
stamp allowing access to Alpine Huts.
• 10-20% discount offered to members
by increasing list of outdoor shops and
services nationwide.
• 10% discount on foreign maps,
guidebooks and other hillwalking and
mountaineering books ordered through
the Mountaineering Ireland office or
website.
• Production of Irish rock-climbing
guidebooks available to members at
discounted rates. 2010 saw the
publication of Rock Climbs in the Mourne
Mountains.
www.mountaineering.ie

• Access to formal and informal training
schemes for hillwalkers and climbers,
including programmes leading to BOS
awards.
• Programmes and workshops to train
and support club Volunteer Training
Officers and Environmental Officers.
• Autumn, Winter, Spring and Summer
Meets in different locations each year.
2011 will see a return to Scotland for the
Winter Meet and a Summer Alpine Meet
in Argentière, in the French Alps.
• Winter lecture series at venues around
the country. Speakers this winter will
include Doug Scott, Michael Smith and
Adrian Hendroff.
• Website (www.mountaineering.ie),
monthly e-zine, Facebook page and
YouTube channel, so you can stay up-todate with news and events.
• Library of books, maps and guides that
can be accessed through the website.
• Opportunities to contribute as
volunteer to work of Mountaineering
Ireland.
• Opportunities to write for the Irish
Mountain Log, which relies for its content
on material submitted by members.
Please submit your articles and photos
to: iml-editor@mountaineering.ie.

• Support for the development of best
practice in club and challenge walks.
• Support for Youth Meets.
• Support for Women in Sport projects
for young women (13-23 year olds).
• Support for indoor climbing
competitions, the National Bouldering and
Lead Climbing Championships, the Irish
Bouldering League and the
Mountaineering Ireland Youth Climbing
Competition.
• Support for members’ expeditions
through the Expedition Fund.
In addition, Mountaineering Ireland is
involved in regional coaching and
leadership development, youth leader
development, and forming partnerships
with other organisations to encourage the
development of an active outdoor
population that is inclusive. It also focuses
on access and environmental issues, and
provides support to government bodies
working in rural recreation and upland
access.
Mountaineering Ireland is here to
represent you!

• Mountaineering Ireland support for
members’ expeditions through the
Expedition Fund.
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Membership grows
utumn is well and truly here now with the leaves
falling and a distinct chill in the evenings. With it,
of course, comes the start of a new subscription
year for the majority of Mountaineering Ireland members.

A

Membership of Mountaineering Ireland has recently passed the
10,000 mark for the first time, being 10,273 on September 1st
with 144 member clubs and a number of further applications
being processed. This is extremely encouraging, given the
economic situation. Of course, the rising unemployment has
meant that more people have more leisure time and outdoor
recreational activities such as hillwalking are easy to take up and
are relatively low cost.
However, many people who renewed their membership in the last
year have done so because they see the continuing good value
of the subscription and of being a member of the National
Governing Body for hillwalkers and climbers in the island of
Ireland. The practical benefits of membership are listed on page
3, but in addition there is the importance of ensuring that we have
a strong voice to speak up for our sport and to ensure that the
recreational importance of the uplands is recognised.
For the relatively small annual subscription members can benefit
from the services of the impressively experienced staff we now
have, access to a range of insurance policies to cover our
activities, a discount in most outdoor shops on purchases that
will quickly allow us to recoup the cost of our subscription and, of
course, four issues of the Irish Mountain Log delivered to our
doors.
However, to my mind, it is also important that we have a strong
National Governing Body to progress our sport and protect our
recreational areas, the uplands. I would urge you, therefore, to
consider renewing your membership in a timely fashion when it
falls due.
The Autumn issue of the Irish Mountain Log has a range of
articles reflecting some of our members’ activities during the year,
which I hope will be of interest. They
may even stimulate you enough to share
an account of your own activities with
other members. Relevant submissions
are always welcome.

Patrick O’Sullivan
Editor, Irish Mountain Log
ON THE COVER: Bright day on Bencollaghduff in the
Twelve Bens, Connemara, Co Galway. Photo: Helen Lawless.
THIS PAGE: Glendalough, Co Wicklow, seen from the
Wicklow Way. Photo: Patrick O’Sullivan.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Main upland concerns
Findings of major consultation study
HELEN LAWLESS

A research project commissioned by the Irish Uplands Forum in 2009 has
investigated the social, economic and environmental issues affecting
landscapes and communities in the uplands.
The project, “Challenges, Changes and
Opportunities in the Irish Uplands,” carried
out research in three upland areas:
•
•
•

North Sligo/north Leitrim uplands
Comeragh Mountains
Twelve Bens/Benchoonas (Connemara)

A community consultation process was
undertaken to obtain a comprehensive view
of issues in the three areas. Landowners,
local residents, representatives of
community groups, statutory and nonstatutory agencies, and interested individuals
were invited to partake through one-to-one
interviews and public workshops. This article
outlines the main findings of the research.

Land usage
While the three study areas are all scenic
landscapes with characteristic features
resulting from glaciation, the geology and
soil types vary, which in turn affects land
usage. The farms in Connemara were mainly
hill sheep farms; Sligo/Leitrim showed a
mixture of beef suckler and sheep farms;
while the Comeragh farms were more
diverse with beef suckler, dry beef and dairy
herds along with sheep. Forestry was a
feature of land usage in both Sligo/Leitrim
and the Comeraghs, but less so in
Connemara.

Farming
Two-thirds of the farms surveyed were
found to have been in the same family
ownership for over 200 years. It appears
that this particularly long history of
ownership and management may be unique
to upland areas. This continuity in land
management is now threatened by
6
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uncertainty over farm viability and
succession. Upland farms showed a higher
reliance on the Rural Environmental
Protection Scheme (REPS) compared with
farms nationally.
The withdrawal of REPS and reduction in
other farm support payments is a severe
blow to upland farmers and the economy of
upland communities. The ageing profile of
upland farmers, poor economic return with
market prices generally lower than
production costs, and loss of off-farm
employment due to the national economic
downturn, are all factors in the uncertain
future for hillfarming, and therefore for
upland landscapes.

Recreation
Over half of the farmers surveyed and
almost all the community respondents
participated in some recreational activity in
their upland area, with hillwalking and
countryside walking being the most popular.
Problems with access tended to be
localized, with ‘hot spots’ in each study
area. The respondents identified the
following actions required for the
development of recreational activity in the
uplands:
•
•
•

•

A local consultation process to solve
access issues
A need for consultation before planning
any recreational facilities or events
A need for landowners to derive
economic gain from recreation, possibly
through providing guiding services,
on-farm facilities for visitors and the
maintenance of recreational trails
An inclusive process to agree a local
plan for the development and
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Head of Glencoaghan Valley,
Twelve Bens, Connemara, Co Galway.
Photo: Helen Lawless.

Concerns:
Lack of employment
Over-reliance on tourism
Inconsistent planning
decisions
Difficult to get planning
permission for houses
and businesses
Poor services
(roads, water, public
transport, etc)
Lack of consultation
with local

communities

management of the recreational
strength of the upland area.

landscapes. The formulation of
policies must be an inclusive process,
involving those who live, work and
recreate in the uplands.

Concerns
The study found that more
employment needs to be generated in
upland areas, and that there was a
danger of over-reliance on tourism as a
solution. Much frustration was expressed
with inconsistency in planning decisions
and difficulty in getting planning
permission for homes and businesses.
Poor services and infrastructure, in terms
of roads, water, illegal dumping,
broadband/mobile phone coverage and
lack of public transport were also
identified as concerns. There was a
strong feeling that local community views
and interests were not being heard with
regard to the issues affecting the
uplands.

•

•

Local indigenous industry and new
initiatives need encouragement and
support. There is a danger of overreliance on tourism, yet there is still
significant unrealised potential in this
area. Greater imagination is needed in
developing tourist products.

•

Access to the uplands for recreation,
in a manner sympathetic to farming
activity and local communities, needs
to be encouraged and developed.

Conclusions
•

The uplands have special significance
for society, in particular for tourism,
recreation and community well-being,
as areas of high quality landscape,
rich heritage, and biodiversity. There
is a need for specific policies to be
formulated for the uplands, as has
been done for the islands. Policies
should be oriented to maintaining
communities, supporting traditional
farming practices and conserving

www.mountaineering.ie

Hill farming needs to be encouraged
and supported. An agri-environment
scheme with a clear upland focus is
needed.

•

At a local level, there should be
processes which enable
communication between all interests
and stakeholders in upland areas, so
that communities can take local
ownership of issues, enable them to
reach consensus and work together
to achieve future viability for their
area. Such processes should result in
local action plans which can be
implemented with the support of

relevant statutory and non-statutory
agencies.

Current activities
The Irish Uplands Forum is contributing
to follow-up work, funded through the
Heritage Council, in the Comeragh
Mountains and in Connemara, to agree
local actions which address the issues
that emerged in this research. The Forum
is also liaising with contacts in Sligo/
Leitrim and working with the board of the
Wicklow Uplands Council on ideas for a
project to do with farming in the Wicklow
uplands.
The “Challenges, Changes and
Opportunities in the Irish Uplands”
research was carried out by Zena Hoctor
of DARE Ltd and was funded by the
Heritage Council and the Department of
Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.
The full research report is available on
www.irishuplandsforum.org. The Irish
Uplands Forum is an independent
voluntary body whose focus is the pursuit
of a partnership approach to sustainable
upland management. Membership of the
Irish Uplands Forum is open to anyone
with an interest or involvement in any of
the upland regions of Ireland.
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Take note!

Avoid Carrauntoohil false path

Cuilcagh path alert

False path leads unwary to cliff edge on descent

Acting on reports from members,
Mountaineering Ireland contacted
Fermanagh District Council about the
condition of the path from the Marble
Arch Caves to Cuilcagh Mountain. The
Council staff are aware of problems with
the plastic mesh that has been laid on
part of the path and are looking at
alternative methods to minimise erosion
of the blanket bog. In the meantime
visitors are asked to avoid walking on the
mesh path.

Old Head crag alert
Climbing prohibited
After initial positive discussions with
Irish Lights, Mountaineering Ireland has
now received notification that Irish Lights
prohibits rock climbing at the Old Head
of Kinsale, Co Cork. Mountaineering
Ireland has replied to this letter and we
are awaiting their response.

CARRAUNTOOHIL is a challenging
summit even in good weather,
surrounded as it is on three sides by
extremely steep ground, and careful
navigation is required to locate a safe
descent route, particularly in poor
visibility.
This situation has been exacerbated by
the fact that, due to the increasing
popularity of rock climbing routes on the
east face of Carrauntoohil, a visible track
has developed, as many climbers walk
on up to the summit area. This track may
entice many unwary walkers from the
summit to what is a dangerous cliff,

rather than a safe way down.
Kerry Mountain Rescue Team (KMRT)
had erected a sign on Carrauntoohil to
warn against this danger. However, this
sign disappeared before the summer and
had to be replaced. In the interim, KMRT
urged all walkers on Carrauntoohil to be
aware of this false path and the danger it
leads to in descent.
The sign has now been replaced and
will hopefully prevent the unwary from
trying to descend from the summit by
this route. – (Gerry Christie, PRO, Kerry
Mountain Rescue, 087-297 5066)

Warning sign
on Carrauntoohil.

Hollywood crag alert
Climbing prohibited
Mountaineering Ireland has been
requested to remind members that the
landowner prohibits rock climbing at
Hollywood Crag, Co Wicklow.
Mountaineering Ireland is currently
investigating a solution to this situation
and has discussed the issues with the
landowner.

Dalkey Quarry parking
Park appropriately
Mountaineering Ireland has been
approached by a number of supportive
residents in relation to parking on
Ardbrugh Road, Dalkey, Co
Dublin. All recreational users
of Dalkey Quarry are asked
to respect local residents’
wishes and utilise the
Killiney Hill Car Park.
Should this car park be
full, please find
alternative parking
where you will not
hinder resident or
emergency
service access.
8
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Report landslides to the Geological Survey
READERS WHO enjoyed the Written in Stone article in IML 94 on rock slope
failure may be interested to know that the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI) has
established a National Landslide Database. As such activity seems to be occurring
more frequently with the increase in extreme weather events, members of the
public are being encouraged to report landslides through the GSI website
(www.gsi.ie/Forms/Landslides.htm). Reports should include a grid reference, an
indication of the size of the landslide and weather conditions or other factors
which may have triggered the slide. There is also a facility to upload photographs.

www.mountaineering.ie
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On the joint training day
at Lough Dan Scout Centre.
Photo: John Cummins.

Joining forces with Scouting Ireland

Mountaineering Ireland to work with scouts on hill skills training
THE FIRST JOINT training event
organised by Mountaineering Ireland and
Scouting Ireland was held over the
weekend of August 27-29. The training
weekend launched the hillwalking
element of a new scout programme
called ONE, which will be rolled out to all
400 scout groups of Scouting Ireland
over the coming two years.
The new scout badge scheme ONE
incorporates a nine-stage hillwalking
development programme that takes
scouts from their first hikes up to
international mountaineering experience.
Thirty scout leaders attended the
weekend at the Lough Dan Scout
Centre, Co Wicklow, which involved a
night navigation exercise and an

Chief Scout Michael
John Shinnick (left)
and Mountaineering
Ireland President
Alan Tees sign
Memorandum.
Photo: John
Cummins.

www.mountaineering.ie

overnight camp in the hills, a very
successful Leave no Trace awareness
session and a number of workshops
covering the content and the rollout plan
for the hillwalking skills programme.
There was also a specific session on the
training development of all team
members up to and beyond the
Mountain Leader Award.
During the weekend Chief Scout
Michael John Shinnick and
Mountaineering Ireland President Alan
Tees signed a Memorandum of
Understanding and Co-operation
whereby both parties agreed to cooperate, work together and assist each
other in areas of mutual interest:-

• Scouting Ireland recognises
Mountaineering Ireland as the National
Governing Body of mountain sports in
all its forms on the island of Ireland
and through its sub-board BOS (Bord
Oiliúint Sléibhe, the Mountain Training
Board) and Mountain Leader Training
(Northern Ireland), which govern the
awarding of mountain training awards
in Ireland and Northern Ireland
respectively.
• Mountaineering Ireland recognises
Scouting Ireland as the largest youth
training organisation on the island of
Ireland; that many people currently
engaged in mountain sports in Ireland
started their outdoor journey within the
Scout movement, and that Scouting
Ireland has introduced a new staged
progressive Hillwalking Adventure
Skills programme, which is intended to
give scouts a pathway to progression
into internationally recognised
mountaineering qualifications.
The event organizer, Dave Batt of
Scouting Ireland, who is also
Mountaineering Ireland’s Honorary
Treasurer, thanked the efforts of both the
volunteers and professional staff of both
organisations, without whom the
weekend would have not been possible.
He said he hoped the spirit of cooperation between the two organisations
would lead to many more successful
training events in the years to come.

Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Red Grouse. Iconic bird of heather
moorlands, greatly reduced in numbers.
Photo: Ben Hall (RSPB-images.com).

Appeal for
upland bird
sightings
Help BirdWatch Ireland complete Bird Atlas
SINÉAD CUMMINS
FEEDING THEIR PASSION for hillwalking
and climbing brings many members of
Mountaineering Ireland to spend time
exploring wild places in Ireland and
further afield. The breathtaking views of
often unspoilt upland landscapes seem
familiar and constant and yet many
members may be unaware of the wealth
of birdlife that exists there. Unfortunately
some of these birds are no longer as
abundant as in the past, with pressures
from sheep farming, forestry, peat cutting
and burning on the upland environment
contributing to their decline.
• The familiar red grouse (with its
distinctive ‘go-back’ call) has suffered
a 50% decline in range primarily due to
habitat changes resulting from these
pressures.

• The golden plover is a
wading bird probably more
recognisable as a winter
visitor to estuaries and fields
where it feeds and roosts in
large flocks. However, it is
also a scare breeder (AprilJune) with nesting pairs
preferring the upland
mountain plateaus in the west
and northwest of the country.
Records from the last decade
indicate that just 150 pairs
remain breeding in Ireland.

Merlin. Ireland’s
smallest falcon.
Photo: Edwin Kats
(RSPB-images.com).

• Ring ouzel, a lesser known
summer migrant (like a
blackbird but with a white
breast band), prefers rocky
outcrops at altitude near lakes or
streams and now breeds in just a few
locations.
• The merlin, our smallest falcon, also
spends the summer in the uplands,
feeding largely on smaller birds like
wheatears, meadow pipits and
skylarks.
• Peregrine falcons are common in
craggy hill country with suitable
breeding cliffs.

Raven. Fierce, intelligent.
Photo: Chris Gomersall
(RSPB-images.com).
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• The short-eared owl and the hen
harrier are welcome summer
residents, nesting in open heather or
young coniferous plantation.
• Ireland’s largest crow, the raven, with

its evocative croaking call, is frequently
seen soaring across hillsides and
feeding on carrion.
• Reintroduced golden eagles and
white-tailed eagles now soar above
our mountain tops after an absence of
over a century.
With such a diverse range of birds
inhabiting the vast open spaces of
Ireland’s uplands, BirdWatch Ireland
needs your help with reporting bird
sightings so that we can adequately
monitor bird populations and map where
they occur.
2011 will be the final year of the Bird
Atlas 2007-2011 project. Please help by
www.mountaineering.ie
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Ring Ouzel. Rarest of the rare.
Blackbird-like, inhabits cliffs.
Photo: Andy Hay
(RSPB-images.com).

Leave room at the inn
Viewpoint........................by Denis Gill

sending in any records of species of interest that you have or
may come across, especially of breeding birds in summer.
For more information, visit the BirdWatch Ireland website or
contact the Bird Atlas Coordinator, Brian Caffrey (details
below). We would appreciate your help in ensuring that the
importance of upland landscapes for birdlife is captured in
the Bird Atlas project.
• Contact: Brian Caffrey, Bird Atlas Coordinator,
bcaffrey@birdwatchireland.ie, www.birdwatchireland.ie
(check out surveys and projects pages on website).

DEEP IN THE heart of the Wicklow Mountains in the beautiful
valley of Glenmalure is Glenmalure Lodge, a home from home
for many walkers.
In my opinion, there is nothing quite as enjoyable after a
tough day on the hills as strolling into Glenmalure Lodge for a
little pick-me-up, be it a cold drink in the summer or a bowl of
hot soup by a roaring fire in the winter with a friendly greeting
from the landlords, Ann and Pat Dowling.
The Glenmalure Lodge has, in one form or another, been
welcoming weary travellers for nigh on 200 years. It has sent
transport to pick up lost walkers from as far away as Glen of
Imaal and Aughavannagh; walkers have wandered in dripping
wet with muddy boots; mountain rescuers have stopped there
to refuel; and all comers have received the same wonderful
warm welcome.
How do we as walkers repay this hospitality? On many
weekends through the summer months, from early ‘til late, we
take up every parking space in their car park, that’s how!
Come on, gang, let’s get our act together. We should be
more understanding and try to support the good people who
are trying to make a living in these out of the way places.
It’s not as if there isn’t enough parking available nearby with
the new parking areas opened up on the Three Crosses Pass,
at Drumgoff Woods, at Baravore Ford and at Ballinafunshoge
and with countless forest entrances in between.
Glenmalure Lodge has a business to run; they need parking
available all day for their customers. So, how about it?
As walkers, we are not a selfish throng; let’s return just a
little of Ann and Pat’s warmth and generosity. Let’s leave their
car park free for other customers while we are out on the hills
so that we can enjoy the hospitality of the Lodge all the more
on our return.

Hen Harrier (male). Floating, buoyant flight. Female brown.
Photo: Steve Knell (RSPB-images.com).

Peregrine Falcon. Master of the skies.
Photo: Edwin Kats (RSPB-images.com).

Glenmalure Lodge.
Photo: Patrick O’Sullivan.

www.mountaineering.ie
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New facilities on Dublin Mountains Way
Volunteer rangers in place, biking track on way
KAREN WOODS
THE DUBLIN MOUNTAINS Partnership
has had a busy summer and is making
good progress in improving the recreation
facilities in the Dublin Mountains.
The Dublin Mountains Way, which was
featured on RTÉ’s Tracks and Trails during
the summer, will be officially launched on
October 3, on National Trails Day. The
route, linking Shankill to Tallaght, is
nearing completion and will soon be fully
waymarked. It will undergo inspection by
the National Trails Office with the aim of
designating it as a National Waymarked
Way.
The Dublin Mountains Partnership
(DMP) is working with East West Mapping
to publish a map of the Dublin Mountains
showing all the public access lands and
the Dublin Mountains Way. Mountain
Meitheal is busy upgrading the trail up to
Fairy Castle from Three Rock.

DMP rangers.

• For news of upcoming events and
projects being undertaken by the DMP, see
the website www.dublinmountains.ie.

New rep on Coillte panel
The DMP now has 30 volunteer rangers
on board, who assist with the
management of this valuable mountain
resource. At least two guided walks are
hosted per month and these are proving
very popular, especially as an introduction
to the mountains and hiking.
The Dublin Mountaineer bus has been

Stay young, stay active!
Grants to encourage activity among older people

more active, more often
AGE & OPPORTUNITY and the Irish
Sports Council have announced that
€350,000 is being allocated under the
10th National Grant Scheme for Sport
and Physical Activity for Older People.
The scheme promotes opportunities for
older people to participate in sport,
including hillwalking and climbing.
Applications for grants are requested
from clubs and groups countrywide. Any
local group seeking to provide increased
opportunities for older people to remain
physically active may apply. Grants range
from €350 to €850 and aim to try to
12
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running again at weekends and bank
holidays, and is being well used, especially
by walkers.
Work will commence in the autumn on a
single-track mountain bike trail system in
the Coillte forests at Ticknock and
Ballyedmonduff, and this will provide a
designated area for mountain bikers in the
Dublin Mountains. Phase one of this project
should be open before the end of 2010.

introduce people to a sport or activity
they might enjoy and keep up.
The scheme, called “Go For Life,”
encourages greater activity by older
people at a time in life when regular
exercise is hugely beneficial. Physical
activity improves quality of life and health
for all ages, but older people particularly
benefit from leading an active lifestyle.
The benefits can be enjoyed even if
regular practice starts later in life.
• Application forms are available from:
Go for Life, c/o Age & Opportunity,
Marino Institute of Education, Griffith
Avenue, Dublin 9. Phone 01 805 7733
e-mail gfl@ageandopportunity.ie.

PAT DIGNAM, who for a period last year
was Mountaineering Ireland’s interim
caretaker Chief Officer, has just been
appointed as Mountaineering Ireland’s
representative on Coillte’s new Social and
Environment panel for the Eastern District
(which incorporates Coillte property in
counties Dublin, Wicklow and a small part
of Carlow). The panel provides a
consultation forum for environmental and
social concerns, including recreation,
representatives to provide suggestions,
exchange information and promote their
interests in co-operation with Coillte. The
issues Pat will be raising include:
• providing more mountain access
routes for hillwalkers;
• making Coillte aware of rockclimbing
sites on their land;
• concern about the wording of deer
hunting signs on the Wicklow Way and
St Kevin’s Way.
The Eastern District will shortly become
the first of Coillte’s 13 districts to publish a
Recreation Plan. When the draft plan is
available, members will be advised
through the Mountaineering Ireland
website and invited to contribute. In the
meantime if you have any feedback or
comments for Coillte, please email
helen@mountaineering.ie.
Enquiries are being made as to the
timeframe for renewal of the Social and
Environment panel in Coillte’s other
districts. Mountaineering Ireland clubs will
be contacted as opportunities arise in
their area.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Work on Wicklow Way

Mountain Meitheal hut at Brusher’s Gap, near Laragh, on the Wicklow Way.

Mountain Meitheal lays boardwalk
Volunteers work on the boardwalk
at Flag’s Pass on the Wicklow Way.
Photo: Shay Walsh.

OVER THE WEEKEND of June 26-27, Mountain Meitheal
volunteers constructed 125 metres of boardwalk at Flags Pass,
on the Wicklow Way between Glenmalure and Aughavannagh.
The property is owned by Coillte, who funded the materials for
the project.
For anybody who knows the section, which follows a narrow
path through forestry, it will come as a relief that it is now usable
in all weathers. The extremely wet areas have been bridged and
the surrounding vegetation can now regenerate as nature takes
its course.

The work was completed by 20 volunteers, some of whom
camped out on the Saturday night. One hundred and forty
pressure-treated planks were carried to the site, placed in
position, secured with wire and stapled for grip. Eighty kilos of
staples were hammered in by hand.
Robert Grandon, chairman of Mountain Meitheal, said: “We
are delighted to work with Coillte on this project, as they
supplied all the materials and issued the necessary licence for
the work. Mountain Meitheal would not have had the resources
itself to purchase the materials needed.”
Helen Lawless, who is Mountaineering Ireland’s Hillwalking,
Access and Conservation Officer and also a member of
Mountain Meitheal, spent Saturday hauling and hammering with
the other volunteers. She said: “There was a huge sense of
satisfaction from looking back at the end of the day and seeing
what had been achieved through our collective efforts. It was
fun and it felt good to put something back after all the days of
pleasure we get from the hills. This was one of the worst
sections of the Wicklow Way. Now there’s an attractive, wellconstructed trail and the surrounding ground will gradually
recover. I’m looking forward to bringing people along here in the
future to see the results of our voluntary work and encouraging
them to spend a day working with Mountain Meitheal.”
Mountain Meitheal’s current project, as featured recently on
RTÉ’s Tracks and Trails, is an impressive stone-pitched trail at
Three Rock in the Dublin Mountains. New volunteers are always
welcome. – (Shay Walsh)
• For details of upcoming workdays, visit www.pathsavers.org.

Before...

Photo: Shay Walsh.
www.mountaineering.ie

After...

Helen Lawless (Mountaineering
Ireland) lends a helping hand.
Photo: Shay Walsh.

Photo: Shay Walsh.
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Get all the latest news at www.mountainrescue.ie

MRI launches new logo and donation boxes
PAUL WHITING
MOUNTAIN RESCUE IRELAND officially
launched its new logo and donation boxes
on Reek Sunday, July 26th, to coincide
with its National Operation on Croagh
Patrick, Co Mayo.
As reported in the last issue of the Irish
Mountain Log, the new logo was chosen
so that it would be immediately obvious to
the public what we do – namely, provide
rescue services in the outdoors –
something that the old logo did not do.
The colours in the logo are

representative of the Irish mountain
environment – green for grasses and
heather, grey for stone, and white for snow
(when we’re lucky enough to get it).
The new donation boxes have been
chosen with the same goal in mind – to
make it easy for the public to see that the
charity they are supporting provides
rescue services in the outdoors. The
boxes are in the shape of the iconic 4x4
vehicle used by Mountain Rescue Teams
all over this island. The long-sides of the
base of the donation box are marked up
with the details of the team that you are
supporting when you place a donation in

Launch of new collection
boxes at Croagh Patrick
on July 26th.
Photo: Mountain
Rescue Ireland.

the box and the short-sides of the base
indicate that the team is a member of
Mountain Rescue Ireland.
The boxes are an initiative of MRI to
assist the teams to meet the financial
demands placed on them as voluntary
teams. All donations going into the boxes
go directly to the teams, so keep your
eyes open for the boxes in pubs and
shops around Ireland and please support
the teams generously.
Mountain Rescue Ireland would like to
take this opportunity to thank Clann Credo
who provided the social financing to make
this project possible.

Follow us on Twitter
As reported in the last issue of the
Mountain Log, and following on from
the launch of our new Facebook page,
we have also established a Twitter page.
Look for us as: Mtn_Rescue_ie.

Ireland and UK
MR Conference
MRI updates its website
CONTINUING WITH its rebranding exercise, Mountain Rescue Ireland has relaunched its
website and updated it with its new logo. We took this opportunity to make some other
minor changes to the website, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
14

Splitting our national and team news
Showing how to find us on social media channels – Facebook, Twitter, Ammado
Listing our upcoming events
Launching our online store for our fundraising merchandise
Demonstrating our membership in the International Commission for Alpine Rescue
(IKAR-CISA).
Performing some necessary maintenance to move to the latest version of our
content management service.
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010

PLANS ARE BEING FINALISED for the
Ireland and UK Mountain Rescue
Conference, which is to take place over
the weekend of September 10-12th.
This bi-annual conference normally
alternates between venues in Scotland,
England and Wales. The last conference
was held in Stirling, Scotland, in 2008
and there were over twenty Irish Mountain
Rescuers in attendance.
This time around we are expecting over
one hundred MRI members to attend as
we discuss the theme “Mountain Rescue:
Our Future Role” with our counterparts in
England, Scotland, Wales and further
afield.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Reek Sunday

o

July 25th 2010
MOUNTAIN RESCUE IRELAND held its National Operation on
Reek Sunday again this year, when over one hundred members
of the various Mountain Rescue Teams around the island of
Ireland provided coverage on Croagh Patrick from approximately
5:00am to 7:00pm.
During this fourteen-hour period, the mountain rescue parties
dealt with seventeen casualties on the top part of the Reek.
Unfortunately, due to the poor visibility created by low cloud and
a constant drizzle, the Irish Air Corps was unable to support the
mountain rescues as they have in previous years. As a result, all
of the casualties that needed hospitalisation had to be carried to
the bottom of the mountain where they were met by ambulances
and transported to hospital.
Mountain Rescue Ireland is grateful to the Mayo Mountain
Rescue Team for once again hosting all of the teams in this
national exercise, which is one of the highlights of the mountain
rescue calendar year.














Recent events
Recent events attended by MRI included:
•

Launch of the OSi New Discovery Series maps.

•

Signing of the contract for the Irish Coast Guard’s new S 92
helicopters.

•

An Garda Siochána Conference on Missing Persons.

Training calendar 2010
THE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT GROUP held a very
successful Party Leader Course in Sligo over the weekend of
August 6-8th, creating the next generation of Mountain
Rescue operational leadership.

Supporters’ Benefit Card
We are exploring the concept of a “Benefit Card” for our
supporters. If you are a business who would be willing to
show your support for Mountain Rescue by offering discount
on your services or products to Mountain Rescue Ireland
supporters and build up customer loyalty, please contact our
Development Officer on 023-8859822 or 087-2590290.

Mountain Rescue Ireland
emergency response
vehicle.

A series of regional exercises are being kicked off, starting with
one being held by the South Eastern Mountain Rescue
Association for teams in the south and east of Ireland on
Saturday, August 28th.
A national Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) course
is being held over the weekend of October 15th-17th. CISM is
designed to help a rescuer deal with any side-effects s/he
might experience after attending an incident. The process is to
allow the rescuer to talk about the incident when it happens
without judgment or criticism. The program is peer-driven and
the people giving the assistance are intended to be other
rescuers.
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For more information about Mountain Rescue in Ireland, please visit www.mountainrescue.ie
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Coasteering in
Northern Ireland
THERE IS ALWAYS something about jumping into ice-cold water
which is not very appealing. When you add in the fact that you
may be leaping off a thirty-foot-high rock or letting go of the rope
on which you have just abseiled down a cliff, then the adrenalin
really kicks in. Now it is a different story – you are not just a normal
chicken, afraid of the cold, you have a good reason to get the
jitters and that is a big part of the fun of coasteering!
The latest adventure sport to hit our coasts is called
coasteering and it involves donning a wet suit and a helmet and
setting off into the sea, intending to walk, climb and swim your
way around a section of the coast.
While most people head for sandy beaches, coasteers look for
rocky shores. Here the challenge and the thrill come from playing
with the power of the ocean. Rather than fighting with it or fearing
its force, coasteers use the surging wave to swim into tiny inlets in
the rocks, then hang on for dear life to whatever comes to hand
as the departing water tries to suck them back out again.
This is a sport in which you will come to love seaweed, for all
around the rocks of the Antrim coast great beautiful shiny fronds
of the stuff sway and swirl as you ease your way past. Part of the
fun is that when you are battling to stay inside your little rocky
haven, you grab the nearest bit of seaweed and hold on for dear
life, not knowing just how strongly attached it is to the rock. It
could give way at any moment and then you would just flow out
with the next wave!
Each bit of coast is different and people engaging in this activity
will not all have the same experience. In some places, as

Coasteering.

mentioned previously, part of the challenge is to climb a cliff, abseil
down and, at a certain height above the water, just let go. In other
places, you will climb sea stacks or very high rocks and then just
leap right off, which sounds easy enough until you go to do it.
Anyone looking for a bit of an adrenalin fix should head up to
Northern Ireland and take in a bit of coasteering! – (Deirdre Davys)
• For more information about this new sport look at:
www.discoverireland.com/north or www.theadventureteam.co.uk.

The North Coast & Glens of Antrim:
A Walker’s Guide
The Mourne Mountains:
A Walker’s Guide

Online guides to Mournes, North Coast
WalkNI HAS developed two online walking guides, one to the
Mournes and one to the North Coast. These downloadable
guides, written by walkers for walkers, are available at the WalkNI
website (WalkNI.com) or contact Aideen (Countryside Access &
Activities Network (CAAN)) at www.countrysiderecreation.com.
The guides are packed full of detailed walking itineraries, walkerfriendly accommodation options, information about the best
places to eat and details about the available transport.
As well as these guides, the staff at WalkNI are also offering

email advice to clubs or groups planning a walking holiday or a
weekend in Northern Ireland. This includes advising on choosing
the accommodation best suited to your club needs,
recommending a walk guide and putting together an itinerary of
walks suitable for your club.

National Trails Day in Northern Ireland
National Trails Day, on Sunday October 3, will celebrate Ireland’s
variety of trails. In Northern Ireland, the day’s events will be organised
by the Countryside Access and Activities Network (CAAN).
“Northern Ireland offers a wide range of unique trails both on land
and water – everything from ‘have a go’ paddling sessions on the
Strangford Lough Canoe Trail to venturing through the foothills of the
Mourne Mountains along the Mourne Way,” said Chris Armstrong
(CAAN). “For the slightly less adventurous, the day is also offering
events such as a family fun cycle through Gosford Forest Park and
an autumn wildlife walk through the National Trust grounds of Crom
Estate in County Fermanagh.”

Other events on the day will include the Lagan Canal Boat Rally
and Towpath Walk, a woodland and lakeside walk through
Hillsborough Forest and a cycle along the Newry Canal. There will
also be a short ramble along a section of the Mourne Way from
Rostrevor to Kilbroney Park, and the National Trust is offering a ‘walk
on the wild side’ through Murlough National Nature Reserve.
All the events will be listed on www.nationaltrailsday.co.uk and
on www.walkni.com with full contact information of the organisers.
(Information about events in the Republic can be found on
www.coillteoutdoors.ie, www.irishtrails.ie and
www.discoverireland.ie.)
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Leave No Trace
A worthwhile aspiration
VINCENT McALINDEN
So, what’s all this Leave no Trace stuff
about? Sure, isn’t it common sense not to
leave rubbish behind?
“The funny thing about common sense
is that it’s not so common anymore.” –
(Anon)

Path erosion on the Mourne Way.
Photo: Vincent McAlinden.

Leave No Trace Ireland began in 2004 as
a concerted effort across a range of
recreational and land-managing bodies,
including Mountaineering Ireland, CAAN and
Coillte, to address the increasing burden of
negative impacts on the mountains. Today,
Leave No Trace Ireland exists as a formally
constituted not-for-profit company run by
volunteers, employing one part-time person
and having a workplan and three-year
strategy that is largely implemented through
voluntary effort.
At the heart of Leave No Trace is an
educational message that attempts to sow
the seeds of common sense by
encouraging recreational users to make
good choices when they are out and about.
If I asked you to list three reasons why
you enjoy a visit to the hills, what would you
say? Perhaps a variation on: looks good,
sounds good, feels good.
It’s not just about litter, it’s about
considering all the things that make the
places we enjoy enjoyable. Who or what
lives there? Who else plays there? What
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‘Leave nothing behind
but your footprints’
Photo: Vincent McAlinden

harm does my presence pose? What good
can I bring?
The seven Leave No Trace principles are
a well-tested and practiced scaffold on
which to build your trip. There is no
completely right, nor completely wrong, set
of actions. But by understanding the
consequences of our choices we may at
least become more informed decisionmakers – and that can’t be a bad thing.
It could be argued that most of the
damage is not caused by Mountain Log
readers, and that most of the negative
impacts are in a small percentage of the
areas we travel through. But I’d counter by
asking you to recollect the last time you
journeyed in the mountains without seeing
the impacts of our passing. The everwidening muddy path, the stones dislodged
from a wall, the broken fencepost, the flutter
of toilet paper, the sign reminding you that
you’re a trespasser, the plastic bottle
wedged under a brand new cairn, the
cremated remains of last night’s campfire….
A teacher friend of mine used to put up
on his board “the sum of intelligence on
Earth is constant, but the population is
growing.” It was sure to evoke a thought or
two from his class. We might give a thought
to the same line applied to the growing
population of hillgoers and the tracks and
trails we use. It’s hard to avoid the
cumulative effect we are having on the
relatively small mountain space we have.
What makes Ireland’s mountains special
to us? Is it the intrinsic nature of the land, or
are they special because we choose to visit
them?
If we are to continue to enjoy our activities
and, indeed, hope that our presence is
welcomed by the land managers and
communities we encounter, we should aspire
to become champions of our own best
practice. Then perhaps we can shoulder
some personal responsibility for challenging
and changing the behaviour of all those who
visit the Irish hills for recreation.

Graffiti on the Mourne Way.
Photo: Tony Birtill.

Leave No Trace is founded on the belief
that by providing folk with the ability to
make good choices we can foster the
growth of common sense, so that the
prevailing ethic amongst hillgoers is one of
personal responsibility to preserve the great
places and great experiences we have the
privilege to enjoy.
• Vincent McAlinden (pictured below)
represents Mountaineering Ireland on the
Leave No Trace Ireland board. To find out
more about Leave No Trace Ireland, contact
Helen Lawless at Mountaineering Ireland or
click on www.leavenotraceireland.org.

Vincent McAlinden
in Ailefroide earlier
this year.

www.mountaineering.ie
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A new website resource for walking enthusiasts
CORMAC MAcDONNELL
IRISHTRAILS.IE is a new website from the
National Trails Office which will be of
interest to Mountaineering Ireland
members. It allows anybody to search for
and find information on waymarked
walking, cycling and other trails in Ireland.
In addition to the longer National
Waymarked Ways, a growing number of
other walking and cycling trails are being
opened in scenic areas, national parks and
forest areas throughout the country. Over
280 trails are listed on the site at present
and new trails are being added on a
weekly basis. All in all, there are lots of
different trails in every part of country for
walkers to check out.

Free walking
publications
Members may have picked up some of
the recent trail-walking publications
circulated with The Irish Examiner
newspaper. Additional copies of these
publications, which feature selected daywalks on the Dingle Way, Sheep’s Head
Way, Beara Way, Ballyhoura Way, Burren
Way and Western Way, are still available
from the National Trails Office by
contacting the office through its website,
www.irishtrails.ie.

New review of
waymarked ways
Setting New Directions is the title of a
recently completed review of the national
waymarked ways in Ireland by the National
Trails Advisory Committee and the National
Trails Office.

Ireland’s first national waymarked way,
the Wicklow Way, was opened in the
1980s. The purpose of the review was to
evaluate this and all other national
waymarked ways and make
recommendations for improving the overall
quality of each route and the services
provided on them.
The review commends the input and
work of many individuals, volunteers and
organisations involved with walking routes
throughout the country over the past thirty
years and sets out a range of
recommendations to be addressed in the
coming years.
Significant capacity exists to increase
trail user numbers (both day and multi-day
walkers) on all national waymarked ways
and it is recognised that this capacity will
only be realised if all trails are developed
and managed to a high standard and are
promoted much more widely.
The review also recognises the very
important role that can be played by
outdoor enthusiasts, walking clubs, etc,
throughout the country in terms of
assisting in the development, management
and maintenance of ways. The review
encourages more people to become
involved with trail management efforts at a

local level and also highlights the need for
improved linkages between trail
management groups and local hillwalking
clubs. The review is available from the
publications section of www.irishtrails.ie.

Success of TV series
‘Tracks & Trails’
Members may have enjoyed the recent
Tracks & Trails series on RTÉ. Five
programnmes were recorded and aired on
RTÉ 1 over the summer months, featuring
a number of well-known faces both
walking and cycling in the Dublin
Mountains, on the Beara peninsula, in the
Bluestacks, in south Mayo, the Ballyhoura
Mountains and the Glen of Aherlow.
The programme was a great success
with an average viewing audience of
204,000 over the five weeks. The National
Trails Office was one of five project
partners for the series, along with Coillte,
Fáilte Ireland, the Department of
Community, Equality and Gaeltacht Affairs,
the Department of Transport and The Irish
Times. For members that missed it first
time around, the series will be repeated on
RTÉ in the autumn.

Long distance
routes reviewed by
the National Trails
Advisory Committee
and the National
Trails Office.
From: “Setting
New Directions”
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Members of Galway Walking Club en route
to Scafell Pike with Wastwater behind.
Photo: Galway Walking Club.

Galway Walking Club enjoys Lake District visit
Earlier this year, members of the Galway Walking Club travelled to Ambleside in the English Lake District for two days of hiking
over the June Bank Holiday weekend. They were planning to hike up Helvellyn’s breathtaking Striding Edge on the Saturday
and, on the Sunday, to attempt Scafell Pike, at 978 metres (3,209 ft) the highest peak in England. AISLING KEENAN reports
AFTER A 9:30AM START on the Saturday
morning from the charming guesthouse
where we were staying in Ambleside, we
drove northwards on the A591 for about
thirty minutes to Ullswater/Glenridding and
the starting point for our day’s walk.
The car park there was £6.50 for the
day, but it was already busy when we
arrived and it is recommended to be there
early to ensure a space. From the car
park, finger signposts directed us to the
path up onto Striding Edge. We were so
fortunate with the day: the skies were blue
and the weather was warm, with a gentle
breeze higher up, just enough to keep us
cool. Plenty of sun cream was required.
Striding Edge is not for the faint-hearted!
With sheer drops on either side, it seemed
a long way across the intervening Red Tarn
to Swirral Edge, the other ridge coming off
the eastern side of Helvellyn. However, if
you like scrambling, Striding Edge is a
treat. The route was busy and
consequently slow on the day that we
were there, but still very enjoyable.
Over Helvellyn (950m), the third highest
peak in the Lake District and England, and
off down the gentler Swirral Edge to the
conical Catstye Cam. We could see the
entire circuit as we carried on and this was
motivation to keep us moving. Finally, we
arrived back down in the valley and walked
along the river back to the start point,
meeting up at the Travellers’ Rest for well
earned pints. The walk had taken us
approximately six hours in total.
Sunday’s hike was to Scafell Pike. Two
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From Wasdale, we drove back to
options were considered: to do it with a
Ambleside, on the main road through
long walk in along the valley to the base of
Whitehaven and Coniston. We eventually
the mountain or to drive for approximately
got back to our accommodation at
two hours to the starting point at Wasdale
5:45pm. It had been a much tougher day
and take the more direct main path up and
but that was because of the weather. We
down. The weather was against us and so
were happy to have climbed the mountain.
we decided on the latter option. We left
We came, we climbed and we went
our accommodation in Ambleside at
home – but we will be back! The Lake
9:00am and drove northwest through the
District has an abundance of excellent
Langdale Pass. On arrival at Wasdale, our
walks that will make us want to return
nerves were shattered from the hair-raising
many times and we look forward to our
journey on the narrow roads with sheer
next trip there. It was a wonderful weekend
drops and heavy traffic. Well done to our
all round.
two drivers for getting us there safely!
The weather was very hot
and humid when we started,
and about halfway up there
was lightning, then thunder,
lots of it, and then down
came the rain. Visibility was
down to about two metres
and it was very wet and cold
on the top of Scafell Pike.
One quick photograph and
we set off from the top to
find some relief in a
sheltered spot on the way
down for lunch.
It rained all the way down
but at least it was warm rain.
The visibility did eventually
improve and we did get
some views. We saw lots
and lots of hills around us
with little paths. It’s hard to
imagine going wrong on a
Striding Ridge from Helvellyn.
Photo: Gary Rogers.
hillwalk here.
www.mountaineering.ie

Posthumous
award for K2
summiter
Ger McDonnell

Ger McDonnell
celebrates on the
summit of K2,
August 2008.

news3

GERRY CHRISTIE
ON THE SECOND anniversary of his death, climber Gerard
McDonnell from Limerick is to be awarded the Silver Shield
Gold Medal in Pinzolo, Italy, posthumously.
The Silver Shield, or Targa d’Argento, is an international
award honouring those who risk their life for others in the
mountains. The ceremony will be held on September 18 this year.
Previously, in 1999, on Denali, Alaska’s highest peak (6,194
Ger became the first Irish person to reach the summit of K2
metres), Ger along with Mike Mays rescued two exhausted Korean
(8,611 metres) on August 2nd, 2008, at the age of 37. Tragically, he
women climbers. They additionally assisted three South Africans,
died on the descent when he was caught in an avalanche, having
one with snow blindness, to safety in ‘whiteout’ conditions. Ger and
delayed his descent to assist others who were in difficulty.
Mike were awarded the 1999 Denali Pro Pin. Also on Denali in
The Silver Shield award was established in 1972 by chief of the
2001, Ger, with others, assisted the local rescue team in bringing
Pinzolo Alpine Rescue Squad in Italy, who realised, after a difficult
down a female climber from above 5,000 metres.
rescue, that there was no specific award for members of the
Ger had successfully summited on Everest (8,848m) on his
mountain community who distinguish themselves in rescue
second attempt, in 2003. He spent three nights above 8,000m and
operations.
rescued team leader Pat Falvey, who was suffering from altitude
Ger is the first Irish mountaineer to be nominated for this award.
sickness, from the South Summit. In 2006, on Broad Peak (8,051m)
He was not a formal member of any rescue team. However,
Ger begged other mountaineers to climb with him and rescue a pair
Mountain Rescue Ireland nominated him for the award because on
of climbers who had gone up against advice and were stranded
numerous occasions his concern and actions for fellow
helplessly and in need of assistance. Mark Sheen
climbers proved him to be a “mountain rescuer”
testified that not one person would go up with
and an outstanding humanitarian. For
Ger as they were too tired; an experience
example, at Camp 3 on K2 in July 2008,
which “tore at the fundamental
before Ger’s summit bid, a Serbian
principles which Ger held dearly.”
climber who had lost his tent in a
These incidents demonstrate how
sudden storm sought refuge, and
on numerous occasions Ger put
Ger and Sherpa Pemba assisted
aside his own interests to ensure
him. Then, on August 2, after being
the safety of others. His concern
on the summit and bivouacking
for his fellow mountaineers and
overnight above 8,000 metres in
the often overlooked welfare of
the “death zone,” Ger found the
the locals the mountaineers
descent rope anchor to be
depended upon, earned him the
dislodged or broken. This caused two
“Best of Explorers Web 2008
Koreans and a Sherpa climber to be
Award” on the K2 climb website.
suspended upside down on ropes below.
It is for these repeated acts of
South Face of K2
Ger spent over three hours with Italian
solidarity
with all he came in contact with
(8,611m)
Marco Confortola, trying to assist the three
in the mountains that Mountain Rescue
climbers. Eventually, Marco was forced to descend
Ireland nominated Ger for the Targa d’Argento
as he felt he could do no more; he described the climbers
Pinzolo Gold Medal. It is for the same reasons that the
as being like “puppets on a string.”
awarding council deemed him worthy to receive the medal.
Marco witnessed Ger climbing back up to release the tension on
Prior to making the ultimate sacrifice for his fellow man, Ger’s last
the ropes. Unbelievably, after over another three hours, Ger, the only
dispatch on his website ended with: “Let luck and good fortune
remaining climber, managed to free the trapped climbers. They were
prevail, fingers crossed. Sin é anois, a chairde; tá an t-am ag
met by two Sherpas who came up to assist their descent. An ice
teacht.”
tower or serac gave way above and tragically swept Ger to his
death. A second subsequent avalanche hit and claimed the lives of
• Gerry Christie, PRO, Mountain Rescue Ireland
the other five climbers.
www.mountaineering.ie
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News from the Greater Ranges
Irish successes on Everest and the Seven Summits
THERE WERE THREE more Irish ascents of Everest (8,848m) in the pre-monsoon
season this year. James Haycock, Vivian Rigney and Fergus White all summited in
May, bringing the total of Irish people who have stood on the top of Everest to 18,
with Pat Falvey having summited twice to bring the number of successful Irish
summit bids to 19.
Vivian Rigney, who summitted on May 23, was also completing his Seven
Summits, which included the Carstensz Pyramid. Vivian is the fifth Irish person to
complete the Seven Summits. He is 39 years old and originates from Stepaside in
Co Dublin. James Haydock is 48 years old and originally from England but now
lives in Rathmichael, Co Dublin. He was raising money for Motor Neurone Disease.
Fergus White is 37 years old and also summited on Pumori (5,643m) last year.
In December of last year, at the age of 42, Noel Hanna became the fourth Irish
person to complete the Seven Summits, which included the Carstensz Pyramid.
The other three Irish people to have now completed the Seven Summits are Pat
Falvey, Claire O’Leary and Ian McKeever. Noel’s last summit was Mount Vinson
which he summited on December 22, 2009, just under five years after he first
started out on the Seven Summits with an ascent of Aconcagua in January 2005.
In the course of his Seven Summits, Noel ascended Everest twice, first from the
Tibetan side in May 2006 and then from the Nepalese side in May 2009. Noel is
also the first climber to descend all seven summits to sea level under his own
power (cycling, running and skiing).

Heights of Everest
UNTIL 1999, the height of Everest was generally
agreed as 8,848m (29,029ft). This was based on
measurements taken by an Indian survey in
1955 and confirmed by the Chinese in 1975. In
May 1999, an American Everest Expedition,
directed by Bradford Washburn, anchored a
GPS unit into the highest bedrock. This gave a
rock elevation of 8,850m (29,035ft), and a
snow/ice elevation 1m higher. Although it has
not been officially recognized by Nepal, this
figure is now widely quoted. In 2005, the
Chinese remeasured the highest point on the
rock as 8,844.43m and started using this figure.
In an attempt to reach agreement on the
height of Everest, a 13-member delegation from
China visited Kathmandu in April of this year.
They eventually arrived at a compromise with the
Nepalese that was acceptable to both sides –
8,850m is the snow or winter height and
8,844m is the rock height. However, both parties
are continuing to use the old heights in
certificates for the ascent and it appears that
climbers may be influenced by this to climb from
the Nepalese side, as Everest is 4m higher from
that side! – (Himavanta, July 2010)

Kilimanjaro Challenge
Great Outdoors announces January 2011 trek
GREAT OUTDOORS Dublin have announced details of their
inaugural Summit Challenge, The Kilimanjaro Summit
Challenge. The trek is being run in conjunction with Action
Challenge, the leaders in organising treks around the globe,
and will take place in January 2011.
The trek to the summit in Tanzania will be led by Kieran
Creevy, Great Outdoors staff member and qualified
mountain guide, who has guided treks in many of the
world’s mountain ranges. Kieran has already been to the
summit of Kilimanjaro on numerous occasions. The
challenge can be used to raise funds for Concern, Fighting
Blindness or Focus and is shaping up to be one of the trips
of 2011. Register for an info pack at www.greatoutdoors.ie
or give Kieran a ring at (01) 679 4293 to find out more.
Summit of Mount
Kilimanjaro (5,893m).
Photo: Paul Shaffner.
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Lead Climbing

Nigel Callender
competing in
Sheffield.
Photo: BMC.

Irish Championships, 16th October
ANGELA CARLIN
THE IRISH LEAD Climbing Championships will be hosted by Playat-Height in Dingle, Co Kerry, on Saturday 16th October 2010.
Following a similar format to last year’s event, there will be a
qualifying round (two routes) with grades starting at around 6a ±
6c, depending on entry category. The qualifying routes are
demonstrated, so there is no isolation in this round. Following the
qualifying round, the top competitors will go through to the final
round, which will be a little bit more challenging. Those who don't
make the final will have plenty of opportunities to have a go at the
routes they missed out on.

Call for volunteers
If you don’t feel quite ready to compete but would like to get
involved, why not volunteer to help out on the day? Judges,
photographers, belayers and someone to take charge of scoring
will all be needed. Contact angela@mountaineering.ie to find out
more!

Youth categories
In order to bring things into line with UK and international
competitions, the Junior category is for anyone born in or
between 1994 and 1998. Senior entrants must be born in 1993
or earlier. Junior entrants need to be confident climbers, with
plenty of leading experience. Download the entry form at
www.mountaineering.ie.

UK bouldering win for Irish contestant
Irish climber Nigel Callender won the British Bouldering
Championship in June and as a result was eligible to compete in the
round of the IFSC Bouldering World Cup which was held in Sheffield
on Saturday, July 3rd, 2010 (see http://cliff-hanger.co.uk/news/113/
live-webcast). For more news on Nigel’s win, go to: http://www.
planetfear.com/ news/British_Bouldering_Champs_Results_2492.

FUNdamentals here
Workshop now available in Ireland
IN 2001, THE BMC’s Sports Science expert David Binney
developed the FUNdamentals of Climbing workshop for
climbing coaches, especially those working on walls with young
people. The workshop has been extremely popular, with courses
running regularly across the UK, delivered by a team of BMCapproved providers. In April 2010, Angela Carlin attended
training at Plas-y-Brenin, enabling her to deliver the workshop in
Ireland on behalf of Mountaineering Ireland.
The Fundamentals workshop includes both a theoretical and a
practical aspect. The practical sessions focus on general themes
which are relevant to many sports, such as agility, balance and
coordination, awareness of the body’s centre of gravity and the
relationship between weight transfer and economy of movement.
The theoretical components look at children’s development and
how this influences the type and intensity of climbing which they
can do.
• Mountaineering Ireland has recently started to deliver
Fundamentals training. If you would like to attend a course,
please contact Angela Carlin, Coaching Development and Talent
Identification Officer, at angela@mountaineering.ie.

www.mountaineering.ie
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The team at Holyhead Mountain.
Photo: Paul Swail.

Young bloods push their limits in Wales
PAUL SWAIL
NORTH WALES is a fantastic stepping
stone for any budding rock climber or
mountaineer who wants to develop their
experience, and it is so close to Ireland!
For ten young climbers from Ireland, the
week of July 19-25 in north Wales was
one not to be forgotten. With sun-soaked
rock most of the time, good banter,
amazing climbing experiences and cuisine
that would rival any restaurant, what more
could you ask for?
The easy accessibility of north Wales
meant that the travel time was short; a
two-hour boat journey from Dublin and a
50-minute drive from Holyhead and we
were there.
The week started off with a quick look
at the weather forecast and a chat to
Mountaineering Ireland volunteer John
Orr, who is currently working in north
Wales. John told us that it hadn’t stopped
raining for a few weeks and that all the
paddlers were having a great time, at
least! Not really what we wanted to hear,
so we made a plan to head away from the
mountains and towards the sea, where
the weather is often more stable.
With the weather slightly better away
from the mountains, we found shelter at
LLandulas crag. There was a small cave
there that had some dry rock that
24
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provided good sport. Unfortunately, the
weather wasn’t so kind, so after a few
hours of slipping about on wet rock we
called it a day and headed back towards
Snowdonia National Park. I knew from
experience that the slate quarries are fastdrying, so with a break in the weather we
ended up at Bus Stop Quarry. Once again
the weather gods were not on our side,

so after top-roping a few routes in the wet
we headed back to the bunkhouse to dry
off!
That evening, there was a great buzz
around the bunkhouse. Everyone liked
what they had seen and couldn’t wait to
get out onto some dry rock.
The following day the forecast had
changed in our favour and the stable

A busy Penmaen Head!
Photo: Paul Swail.

www.mountaineering.ie

Craig and Tara. In the background
is the fantastic Dinas Cromlech.
Photo: Paul Swail.

weather was settling in for the rest of the week. I asked what
everyone wanted to get out of the week. Most wanted to go
climbing in some shape or form, some preferring to go
bouldering, some wanting to do their first lead climbs and some
were just happy to top-rope something hard and push their
limits.
Over the rest of the week the group got to climb at some of
north Wales' top destinations, including Holyhead Mountain,
Upper Tier Tremadog, RAC Boulders, Dinas Mot and Penmaen
Head.
Here is what 15 year-old Rory Sullivan from Dublin thought of
the trip:
This was the first trip of this kind that I had been on and I
didn't know anyone else on the trip, so I didn't really know
what to expect. When I arrived, I found that I got along with
everyone else just fine and that they were all my kind of
people. By the end of the week, I had made many new friends
that I will hopefully hold on to for a long time.
As for the climbing, I thought it was awesome. Wales is a
truly beautiful country and a climbers’ paradise. A lot of the
stuff we were doing was very new to me, especially in the trad
area of climbing, so I learnt loads of new stuff that I'd never
even thought about before.
Altogether, I had an excellent time on the trip and look
forward to going on many more in the future.
Thanks again for a wonderful trip.
Rory
Special thanks go to Jonny Parr (for all the instruction, cooking
and general helping out), John Orr and Simon Patton. Without
their support trips like this would not be possible or so
successful. – (Paul Swail, Northern Ireland Youth Development
Officer)
www.mountaineering.ie

our insurance isn’t
available for all
mountaineers
BMC insurance will give you peace of mind, wherever
you travel.

• Cover for hill walking, climbing and mountaineering
• Discounts for online purchases
• Policy details sent straight to your mobile phone (when
you apply online)

• Special rate for couples
Mountaineering Ireland members can take advantage of
the BMC’s insurance as a benefit of their membership.
Please quote your Mountaineering Ireland membership
number or club name when applying for your insurance.

INSURANCE YOU CAN TRUST

www.thebmc.co.uk/insure
BRITISH MOUNTAINEERING COUNCIL
177–179 Burton Road, Manchester M20 2BB
T 0161 445 6111 F 0161 445 4500
E insure@thebmc.co.uk
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Boot camp in Kerry Gaeltacht
Helen O’Higgins is seduced by Mountain Skills as Gaeilge

Looking down
onto Sauce
Creek.
Photo: Darach Ó
Murchú.

he West Kerry pages
of The Kerryman are a
must in this part of
the world. It is here that all
the movers and shakers in
the locality are unveiled to us
mortals!

T

Hence my interest was aroused one
week when I saw an article in The
Kerryman about a forthcoming
mountain skills training course which
would include information about the
flora and fauna.
Now, I’m a sucker for anything that
moves, especially if it’s furry, feathery
or slimy! Plus I love the wilderness,
even though my life up to now has not
allowed me to engage in a prolonged,
intimate relationship with my own,
spectacular back-yard!
A very innocent phone-call
enquiring about the course a good
while after the closing date confirmed
my cosy idea. Yes, it would be a lovely
course to do sometime, but it was
26
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booked out, so there you go. A good
excuse for not doing it!
However, one night sometime later,
I was on the landline to my beloved,
who happened to be temporarily in
the US, when my mobile phone rang. I
answered it, leaving himself hanging
on the line to glean what he could
from the background.
I was very politely asked if I was
still interested in the Mountain Skills
course as a place had become
available. If I was still interested, I
should meet the rest of the group at
9:30am on Sunday morning at the
back of Garvey’s Supermarket in
Dingle, equipped for a day on the
hills.
I agreed to meet the group on the
Sunday morning, but then I started
worrying. What should I wear? Was I
fit enough? Would I make an eejit out
of myself? After all, I am 49 going on
29! The best I could say for myself was
that I had a good pair of boots; after
that, I was totally ignorant.
Anyway, in the end I met up with
the group and Darach Ó Murchú, the

course instructor, on the Sunday
morning. I was pleasantly surprised
that the spoken language among the
group was our beloved Gaeilge;
everyone was fluent!
As we headed off for the hills in
Darach’s van, I was looking sideways at
my companions. In the inner recesses
of my mind the conversation went
something like this: “Higgins, what the
hell have you got yourself into, girl?
Sure, this crowd looks as fit as a fiddle.
Look at the clothes they are wearing –
they must really know what they’re
about.”
We arrived at somewhere near
Gleann Tí an Easaigh and a carton of
duck eggs was delivered to the owner
of the land we were about to invade.
Holy God, was Brian Cowen ever at
the receiving end of such bribery!
Onwards and upwards, and the
complexities of map reading, spurs,
re-entrants and so on were lovingly
explained to us. What a day! The auld
waterproof trousers were not even put
to the test as the rain miraculously
stayed at bay! Overall, it was a
www.mountaineering.ie
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challenging day but it whetted my
appetite for more. To my mind, there
was nothing more seductive than
talking about the hills in our beautiful
Gaeilge.
Into class we went in the evening to
be educated on the trials and
tribulations that might await someone
who succumbs to hypothermia! My
inner, yet ignorant, mind was
muttering things like “Who in their
right mind would be up in the
mountains and get caught out in
inclement weather?” At that stage I
was not infected with the bug of
enthusiasm or the sense of meeting a
challenge that ‘real’ hillwalkers suffer
from!
Unfortunately, I had to miss a night
class and a practical day on the
mountains, as I had previously
arranged a trip to the US. That trip
went beautifully and I managed to
wing my way innocently out of the
country the day before the Icelandic
volcano erupted.
My return was equally on schedule
and I flew back into Shannon at
6:30am on a Sunday, arrived home at
9:30am and managed to have a few
blissful hours’ sleep before meeting
the group again at 3pm to explore the
hills and allow them to reveal their
secrets in the late evening and in the
darkness.

“I thought our
instructor was
joking when he
asked us to navigate
from some point to
a craggy outcrop”

for jet-lag that I have encountered and
I arrived back at the van more cheeryeyed than when I had begun. I was
hooked.
Over the coming weeks we were
serenaded with talks on geology,
archaeology, flora and fauna, including
birdlife, which I could scarcely
absorb, but which whetted my
appetite to learn more.
The walk which we had to plan for
ourselves had me walking on the
chosen day with Bernard, another
earnest student, for hours in fog and
rain and absurdly enjoying every

minute of it. The compass, map and
terrain had taken on a life of their own
and beckoned us to follow and
experience, using trial and error,
though as we hiked to our various
destinations en route we knew at
every point that we were safe.
Another self-planned walk led to
Nóirín and I conquering An Ghéarán
for the first time, a place that I had
previously shuddered at the sight of,
as it looked so invincible and harsh.
However, approached from a certain
perspective under a sun-laden sky, it
was sublime.

Where are we now?
Helen O’Higgins
(right) gets to grips
with navigation.
Photo: Darach
Ó Murchú.

The beautiful
Dingle peninsula,
where the
training course
was held.
Photo: Darach
Ó Murchú.

I thought our instructor was joking
when, seven hours later, after some
excellent teaching and some
demonstrations, he asked Nóirín and I
to navigate from some point on a hill
to a craggy outcrop of rock using a
compass and map. It was dark, cold
and inclining to rain, and he expected
me to count paces and follow a
compass while suffering from jet-lag.
Needless to say, with his
encouragement, persuasion and egostroking, we accomplished the task.
To say I was surprised was an
understatement. The compass and
map actually were in tune with one
another, and there was a synchronicity
between them that we could tap into.
I discovered it was the best ever cure
www.mountaineering.ie
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Movement on
steep ground.
Photo: Darach Ó
Murchú.
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For me, the highlight of the whole
experience on the course was an
attempt to survey and climb fairly
steep ground. Being a Capricorn, the
sign of the Goat, I have an affinity for
climbing rocky terrain. The task in
hand paled into insignificance, in my
mind, when compared to an episode
on the previous St Stephen’s Day when
I had innocently attacked high terrain
in the cold and snow with a dear friend
and accompanied by my faithful dog.
Ignorance got me into that situation
and only the level-headedness of my
companion got us down from it, as I
refused to descend the way we had
come up! The memory of that episode
remains with me and I will never forget
the relief of getting down to safe
ground after my hair-raising
experience. I shudder now at the
thought of that particular adventure,
having learned so much from the
Mountain Skills course, and, with the
knowledge I have gained from the
course, I hope I will never get myself
into a hairy situation like that again
unprepared.
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I also learned another equally
valuable lesson in that, knowing how
easy it is for people who have not been
taught the basic skills to get into
difficulty, I now know I can never
judge them too harshly because there,
but for the grace of God, go I.
Our final day out on the hills proved
to be spectacular, not only with the
beautiful sunny weather and

breathtaking views of Loch an Scáil
and the majestic Binn os Gaoith in the
distance beckoning with promise for
another day, but also in the intricacy of
reviewing and reinforcing what we had
learned so far, integrating it and adding
new knowledge, allowing us to
assimilate it and ensure that it was
retained.
A question from one of our fellow

Night navigation.
Photo: Darach Ó Murchú.
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students about contour lines saw us
being lined up by Darach at intervals
on a re-entrant to demonstrate to us
the concept of relating the ground to
what we saw on our maps. My
position saw my feet planted firmly in
the middle of a little stream! I then
understood the saying “a picture
paints a thousand words.”
Every time we look at a map in the
future and try to figure out the lie of
the land – land we will not yet have
seen – and try to understand what the
contour lines are telling us, our mind’s
eye will show us a picture of Nóirín,
Mary, Terry, Darach and myself
stringing out along the lie of the
ground and giving us a threedimensional perspective.
The final weekend of the course saw
us doing a two-day intensive first aid
course. Ronan Lenihan of Mountain
Training Ireland, aided by Emma,
taught this course. Before the course
we had been moaning at the prospect
of being stuck inside for two full days
doing first aid. However, the reality
was very different as Ronan and
Emma expertly taught us the
intricacies of first aid in an
atmosphere which was respectful, fun,
realistic and hopeful. Also, certain
parts of the course were taught
outdoors which added to its
authenticity, with situations that might
present themselves to us on the
mountains. We were taught the latest
techniques, based on the latest
research and good practice. When I
later related some of these to a sister
of mine who is a nurse, she was
immensely impressed. A further
bonus from the training is that we are
now qualified to use an automated
external defibrillator (AED). this may
be of benefit some day in the
communities and places in which we
live.
Another revelation was a discussion
in class about our reluctance to call
out mountain rescue if the need arises.
It was a relief to be reassured by
Ronan, Darach and Emma that there
was no shame attached to calling
Mountain Rescue and that teams
willingly respond to being called upon
when needed. The team members are
all volunteers and are committed to
being available to assist people when
they get into difficulties in the hills.
One of our classmates, Seán-Pól, who
is a member of a rescue team,
explained how happy he was to
respond to a call when his bleeper
goes off. Knowing my own reluctance
www.mountaineering.ie

and the hesitation of many Irish
people to be a bother to someone else,
this was a very valuable insight and
may very well save a life in our
hillwalking future.
The official course is now
completed and we have many walks
to plan and do in the next few months
before we face our assessments in the
autumn.
Aside from all of the skills and
knowledge that we gained from the
course, probably the greatest benefit
was in the people we met, the
friendships we forged and the
confidence which built up among us
in navigating in our own beautiful
back-yard. g

Helen O’Higgins was a student on the
Hilllwalking Guide course based in
Corca Dhuibhne (the Dingle
peninsula). It aims to train people
based locally to become hillwalking
guides by undertaking the Mountain
Skills training course and then either
going on to obtain the Walking Group
Leader or the Mountain Leader
qualifications. The course is run by
Darach Ó Murchú of Elements
Outdoor Training and Adventure and
is supported by Meitheal Forbartha na
Gaeltachta (MFG) as part the Leader
scheme.

Trainees ford a
river in Com an
Lochaigh.
Photo: Darach
Ó Murchú.
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Sean Rothery
Pioneering rock climber
Peter Shortt on the life and achievements of one of Ireland’s most
influential rock climbers
Sean Rothery
climbing
Speirbhean,
Camaderry,
in 1964.
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.
Right:
Sean Rothery
in the 1960s.
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.

S

ean Rothery,
pioneering rock
climber,
mountaineer and orienteer,
architect, architectural
historian and academic,
author and artist celebrated
his eightieth birthday on
February 5th, 2008. Later
that year, Sean was elected
an honorary member of the
Irish Mountaineering Club
(IMC) in recognition of the
significant contribution he
had made to rock climbing
in Ireland.
Sean grew up and still lives in
Barnacullia, on the lower slopes of
Three Rock Mountain. In 1948, at the
age of twenty, he was introduced to
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climbing by Fred Maguire, a fellow
architectural student at University
College Dublin, and by 1950 he was a
member of the recently formed IMC.
He became a gifted rock climber,
capable of moving fluidly and
apparently effortlessly on difficult
rock, using precise, studied and
deliberate movements.
By 1952, he had become one
of a small group of climbers of
exceptional ability that
included Frank Winder, Peter
Kenny and Andre
Kopczynski, and later
Elizabeth Healy. This group
had already been active at
Luggala and Gleninagh where,
in 1951, Kenny and
Kopczynski with John Morrison
had made the first ascent of
Seventh Heaven which, at over
1,000ft, was one of the finest
mountaineering routes in Ireland. At

the time Sean joined the group,
attention had switched to the
development of the crags on
Camaderry in Glendalough and the
exploration of the cliffs in the

www.mountaineering.ie
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Poisoned Glen, Lough Barra and
Glenveagh in Donegal. It was this
group who over the next decade
pioneered most of the routes in these
areas, a decade that can justly be
described as a golden age of Irish rock
climbing.

A very good year
The year of 1952 was a successful
year for Sean and the IMC, and saw
the opening of about fifteen new
routes. There was an Easter meet of
the Belfast and Dublin sections of the
IMC in the Poisoned Glen where, with
Phil Gribbon, Joe Madill (later killed
in a rock climbing accident in
Scotland) and Doug Sloan, Sean made
the first ascent of Jubilation (Severe)
on the Castle.
Six of the other new routes in 1952
were on Camaderry, the most
significant of which was Forest
Rhapsody (Hard Severe) put up by
Sean and Frank Winder in October. At
370ft, this was the longest climb (up
to that time) on Camaderry and was
described by Sean as “a fine open
route with magnificent situations.” In
October 1951, Sean had shared leads
with Frank on the first ascent of part
of Aisling Arête, which shares the
same start as Forest Rhapsody and was
later completed by Peter Kenny and
Brendan Moss.
In April 1952, Sean led the first
ascent of Gealaras (200ft Diff) on
Camaderry. Frank and Sean also did
first ascents of Ffoly (Severe) in
Camaderry, Sepulchre (Hard Severe)
in Dalkey Quarry and West Chimney
(Severe) on Ireland’s Eye. Also, in
October of that year, they put up the
500ft V Diff Ariel Route, which was
the first recorded climb in
Coumshingaun in the Comeraghs.
In April 1952, Sean had shared a
rope with Fred Maguire and Andre
Kopczynski on the first ascent of
Expectancy (V Diff –”a very nice little
climb”) in Camaderry. Sean recounts
how later that year there was an IMC
climbing meet on Ireland’s Eye. When
the group was ready to leave the
island, Fred was missing, having gone
off alone, and after a search was found
unconscious, upside-down in a crack.
Sadly, Fred was killed some weeks
later when, perhaps as a result of the
injury on Ireland’s Eye, he slipped on
a steep ice slope while on the Grand
Charmoz-Grepon traverse in the
Chamonix Aiguilles. He was buried in
Chamonix cemetery. Sean’s other
www.mountaineering.ie

friend, Andre Kopczynski, was killed
in 1954 while abseiling from the Col
du Peigne, also in the Chamonix
Aiguilles. Andre, a Polish war veteran,
had come to Ireland to study after the
Second World War in which he had
taken part in the battle of Monte
Casino. Sean has described him as
having “a daredevil attitude which
made him a brilliant climber.”
Sean’s own first Alpine trip was in
1952 when, with Frank Butler and
Brendan Moss, he spent some weeks
climbing in the Zillertal, Olperer and
Reichen mountains of Austria. The trip
culminated in an impressive fourteenhour-long traverse of a broken ridge
joining the Reichen (10,833 ft) with
the Schwartzkopf (10,170ft), which
offered good rock climbing over a
series of jagged gendarmes.

Successes in 1953
The following year, 1953, saw Sean
and Frank Winder joining forces in a
determined assault on Camaderry
where they put up Caoil Uisce
(Severe), Sculpturesque (Hard Severe),
Great Corner (Very Severe), Lag Mara
(Very Severe) and Inferno (Severe).
Perhaps their most impressive climb of
that year was the first ascent of
Scimitar Crack (Hard Very Severe), on
which they shared leads. The route
was a spectacular and exposed climb
of sustained difficulty up the middle of
the main face of the west wing of the
Twin Buttress at Camaderry.
In the summer of 1953, Sean and
Frank set off on Frank’s motorbike to
join Peter Kenny in Chamonix. Sean
confesses that he was awed and
intimidated by the scale of the

On the
Leiterspitze,
Zermatt,
July 1967.
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.
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Sean Rothery
climbing Brant,
Clogwyn
Y Grochan,
March 1966.
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.
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Aiguilles and the savage verticality of
the rock faces, but this did not prevent
the trio from attempting the difficult
northwest ridge of the Grands
Charmoz, which had been climbed for
the first time only three years
previously. They were joined on the
climb by a second rope consisting of
John Morrison and the English
climbers Harold Drasdo and Keith
King. Harold Drasdo and his brother
Neville later became students at
Trinity College and were active in
developing rock climbs in the
Poisoned Glen between 1954 and
1959. Because of the large party,
progress was slow on the lower rock
pitches and it was growing late when
they reached the crux, just below the
summit. After several failed attempts
at crossing the crux it became dark
and they decided to retreat. Sean has
horrible memories of descending a
steep and dangerous gully in total
darkness until they decided to
bivouac. With poor clothing and
equipment, they spent a cold and
miserable night in the gully before
descending to the safety of the valley
next morning. Interestingly, in 1955,
Joe Brown and Don Whillans were
forced to retreat from an attempt on
the north face of the Grands Charmoz
in dangerous snow conditions.
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Sean had met his future wife Nuala
at an IMC indoor meet in 1953, some
weeks after he returned from his
attempt on the Grands Charmoz, and
it was with Nuala that in April 1954
he made first ascents of Adam’s Apple
(100ft V Diff) and, in August, the
more strenuous Jungle Journey (100ft
VS) on the Twin Buttress at
Camaderry. Also, in April 1954, with
Peter Kenny and Frank Winder, Sean
was on the first ascent of Lethe (130ft
HVS) and, with Elizabeth Healy,
shared the first ascent of Sceilp na
gColm (150m HS) at Glen Inagh.

Spillikin Ridge
However, the most significant event
of 1954 was the first ascent of Spillikin
Ridge (XS), the most difficult and
demanding route so far on Camaderry.
The route followed a narrow corner at
the right edge of Twin Buttress up to
the spillikin, a large upright spike of
rock separated from the main face by a
chimney. A determined assault was
made on 13 June 1954. Sean, Frank
Winder and Paul Hill alternately led
some of the lower pitches. Peter
Kenny led the steep wall pitch using
small delicate holds leading to the
chimney, with the aid of two pitons
and a running belay. While Frank

belayed from a stance on top of the
spillikin rock, Peter led the crux pitch,
laybacking up to and surmounting the
overhangs. A delicate move followed
on quartz knobs up to a tiny and airy
stance where he spent an hour
inserting a piton to belay Frank, who
led the final pitch with great difficulty.
Sean and Paul followed to great
jubilation.
It was to be another two years
before the second ascent of Spillikin
Ridge was made by Climbers’ Club
members Harold Drasdo and Bob
Downes in October 1956. Writing in
The Climbers’ Club Journal of 1957,
Bob Downes described how they had
found the climb considerably more
difficult than the Kaisergebirge Wall
(HVS 5b) in Llanberis. The third
ascent followed in 1957. Spillikin
Ridge was iconic and remained a
challenge to a new avant-garde at the
end of the decade that included Paddy
O’Leary, Emmet Goulding and Tony
Ingram, the latter two having put up
the next XS climb, Sarcophagus, on
the buttress in 1961. The large, fingershaped spillikin of rock collapsed in
1965, and this made Spillikin Ridge a
harder route than the original.
In June 1955, Sean and Hilary
Quinlan attempted a new route on
Acorn Buttress at Camaderry. Sean led
www.mountaineering.ie
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off and made the top of the climb in
one pitch. Without telling Sean, Hilary
started climbing before Sean had
secured his belay. Hilary got into
difficulty, jumped off the climb and
pulled Sean off his stance. Fortunately
Sean was held by a top runner before
he reached the bottom and in this way
made both the first ascent and descent
of the climb, which appropriately he
named Facilis Descensus (50ft HS).
Sean and Nuala married in 1956
and in April of that year Sean led
Nuala on the first ascent of
Dunfockery (330ft MS) in Lough
Barra; the day before he had put up
the first ascent of Robbery (210ft HS).
Also in April, Sean and Brian McCall
completed the first ascent of Speir
Bhean (185ft VS) at Camaderry. A few
months later Sean and Nuala set off to
a new life in Uganda.

In Uganda
Sean and Nuala remained in
Uganda until 1959 and their life there
is described in Sean’s beautifully
written book Snow on the Equator,
published in 2009. Sean soon joined
the Mountain Club of Uganda and
began rock-climbing on the nearvertical Kunga rock on the outskirts of
Kampala, but it was Mount Stanley
and the ‘Mountains of the Moon’ that
beckoned.
In June 1957, Sean organised a trip
to the Ruwenzori, where with one
experienced companion, Ralph
Naylor, and one dangerously inept
and hapless companion, who soon
gave up, they managed to climb
Edward Peak on Mount Baker
(15,988ft). A few days later, Sean and
Ralph climbed to the summit of
Alexandra Peak on Mount Stanley
which, at 16,703ft, was the highest
Sean had ever been, followed on the
same day by a quick scramble up to
the summit of Moebius (16,100ft).
The next day they climbed up a snow
and ice route on the Johnstone Glacier
to the summit of Vittorio Emmanuel
(16,042ft), the highest summit of
Mount Speke. A detailed account of
the expedition to the Ruwenzori is
given in Snow on the Equator and more
prosaically in the IMC Journal 1956-57.
Before leaving Uganda, Sean
climbed Imagit, a 9,000ft subsidiary
peak of the remote Mount Moroto
located at the north-easterly border of
Uganda (described in Sean’s book Irish
Mountaineering 1961).
In 1959, Sean and Nuala were back
www.mountaineering.ie

in Ireland with their newly-born son
Eoin, and soon Sean was again active
in Donegal and on Camaderry. In
March 1959, he and Frank Winder, on
alternate leads, put up two new routes
in the Poisoned Glen, Rafiki (250ft S)
on The Castle, and Cobra Cracks
(240ft HS) on a small buttress facing
West Buttress. In August 1959, Sean
was on the first ascent of Limbo (S),
a variant to the second pitch of Forest
Rhapsody, and with Elizabeth Healy
and Frank Winder on the first ascent

of Uisce Beatha (240ft HS). In what
the IMC Journal called ‘that glorious
summer,’ Sean with Elizabeth Healy
and Brian McCall made the second
ascent of Cornish Rhapsody (365ft
XS), Elizabeth leading the crux pitch.
The first ascent had been made shortly
before by the English climbers
Stephenson and Deacon. A further
second ascent of importance in 1959
was the second ascent of Spearhead
(HVS) on Luggala made by Frank
Winder, Peter Kenny and Sean, with

On the Spillikin
Ridge, Camaderry,
in 1964 before the
collapse of the
spillikin (right).
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.
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Sean Rothery climbing
Kaisergebirge Wall,
Clogwyn Y Grochan,
March 1966.
Photo:
Sean Rothery
Collection.

Sean Rothery being
rescued from the
Alphubel, July 1967.
Photo: Sean Rothery
Collection.

“

In 1952, Sean made
the first ascent of
Jubilation , in the
Poisoned Glen . ”
Sean leading the crux overhang.
The sheer main face at the west end of
Glenveagh in Donegal had been opened up
in 1959 and, in June 1960, Sean led the
strenuous and magnificent 510ft main face
route, Sinn Fein, “a VS of the best Donegal
Vintage,” followed by Noel Brown and Frank
Butler. Also in 1960, on Bingorm West in
Lough Barra, Sean led the first ascents of
Cantilever (S) and Gangway (V Diff), and
followed Noel Brown on Avalanche (S). In
1961, he led the first ascent of Firbolg (VS)
and with Nuala made the first ascent of
North Slabs (300ft V Diff). On Bingorm
Central he led White Slab (300ft S) and
shared leads with Noel Brown on Twilight
(310ft S) in 1960, and led Botany Bay (250ft
MS) in 1961. With Frank Winder, he was on
the first ascent of Sebastian (175ft HVS), led
by Elizabeth Healy in September 1961.
In 1962, Sean led a new climb, Cartilage
(120ft HS), on the Cove Lower Cliffs in the
Mournes. During the summer of 1963, Sean
joined with Frank Winder and Elizabeth
Healy in some exploratory climbing on two
buttresses near the head of Little Killary Bay.
Two new routes were put up, with shared
leads on a pinnacle on the first buttress.
Direct Route, described as ‘a nice100ft Hard
Severe,’ mainly follows the left side of an
arête on the pinnacle and a second,
Ordinary Route (24m V Diff), follows the
right edge of the pinnacle.

The mid-1960s
Sean continued climbing to a high
standard throughout the mid-1960s, and
was involved in several IMC rock-climbing
trips to north Wales. While on an IMC meet
in Kerry at the end of October 1966, he was
involved in putting up some new climbs at
Coomalougha above Lough Reagh, near
Mullaghanattin, and in June 1967, again on
an IMC meet, participated in exploratory
climbing at Gowlaun Coum, to the northwest of the Maum Trasna.
In July 1966, Sean together with Pat
Colleran, Doc Doherty (unfortunately both
of whom died young) and myself went to
Zermatt with the intention of climbing the
Smutt Ridge of the Matterhorn. While
waiting for ice to clear from the Matterhorn,
we decided to attempt the Rotgrat on the
Alphubel (4,206m). While climbing on a
steep section of this ridge Sean was struck
by a falling rock and badly injured. Sean
vividly describes this accident in his book A
34
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Long Walk South. Sean’s recovery was
long (he spent much of 1968 and
1969 in Cappagh Hospital) and
painful, but with great fortitude and
determination he pulled through and,
despite a badly injured leg and an
admonishment from the surgeon not
to climb or
hill-walk again (which of course he
ignored), he resumed his activities in
the mountains.
Although his exploratory rock
climbing days were now behind him,
Sean continued to climb, hill-walk
and ski. He became actively involved
in orienteering, which had just begun
in Ireland, and went on to become a
champion orienteer. He takes part in
orienteering events up to the present.
He returned to Zermatt in 1973 with
Paddy O’Leary and camped on a high
moraine below the Weisshorn.
Together they climbed the Breithorn
and two other peaks near the
Weisshorn. In 1988, Sean and a group
of IMC veterans visited the Grand
Tetons in Wyoming, where Sean and
Joss Lynam climbed Disappointment
Peak (3,541m) and Cube Point
(2,926m).
In October 2000, I joined Sean,
who was now over 70, and a number
of other mutual friends, on a trek in
Nepal. We spent about a month

trekking from Jiri to the Everest
region, culminating in an ascent of
Kala Patar (5,545m) from Lobuche up
the Khumbu Glacier. Later, Sean asked
me to join him on an ascent of Mont
Blanc, which we climbed in June 2001
with Robbie Fenlon. Four years later,
we went to Mont Blanc again, but this

time it was with Nuala and a group of
friends to do the Tour de Mont Blanc.
More recently, Sean and Nuala have
walked and climbed in the South
Island in New Zealand, where their
daughter Finuala now lives. Routes
they have completed include the
82km Heaphy Track, the Abel Tasman
classic walk, the Kepler track on
Mount Luxmore, the Tongariro Alpine
Crossing and the Routeburn Track.
In addition to his talents as a
climber and orienteer, Sean also is an
accomplished writer, architectural
historian, academic and artist. He has
obtained a PhD from Trinity College
for his work in architectural history
and his book, Ireland And The New
Architecture, is the standard work on
Irish architectural history covering the
period 1900 to 1940. His books A
Field Guide To The Buildings Of Ireland,
The Shops of Ireland (recently
republished), A Long Walk South and
Snow on the Equator are all illustrated
with his own drawings.
Now in his 83rd year, Sean
continues to display the youthful
enthusiasm, sense of enquiry and
spirit of adventure that have driven
him to his many pioneering ascents. g
Peter Shortt has been a member of
the Irish Mountaineering Club (IMC)
since 1964 and has known Sean
Rothery since then. He has been
IMC’s President, Secretary and Meets
Secretary at various stages and is still
a regular hillwalker and mountaineer.
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Sean Rothery in
the Himalayas,
October 2000.
Photo:
Peter Shortt.

Left: Sean
Rothery and
Peter Shortt
descending from
Mont Blanc,
June 2001.
Photo:
Robbie Fenlon.
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Alpine Meet
Clíona Ní Bhréartúin on Mountaineering
Ireland’s Summer Meet 2010 at Ailefroide

Niamh McGreen
crossing a
stream in the
French Alps,
July 2010.
Photo: Alun
Richardson

H

ave you ever
thought of
going walking
in the snowy Alps but didn’t
know where to start?
Mountaineering Ireland’s
Summer Meet would be an
option. I have been a hiker
in Ireland for many years
and have even ventured onto
higher mountains abroad on
occasions, but I didn’t really
do anything too high unless
accompanied by experienced
trekkers. As a result my
knowledge of anything other
than the Irish landscape was
limited.

I’d heard great things about
Mountaineering Ireland’s Summer
Meet and so decided to go to their
meet at Innertkirchen in Switzerland
last year. There I attended a two-day
36
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course in rock climbing and loved it!
By the end of the week, I was already
planning for the following year.
In 2010, I was back again, this time
at Ailefroide in the French Alps.
Having got a taste last year of the
difference that good tuition can make
to my enjoyment of the sport I decided
to try the five-day ‘Introduction to
Alpine Mountaineering,’ a great course
which taught the basics of highaltitude walking on snow and ice, with
a few summits thrown in for good
measure. Four of us – Gertrude
Meehan, Johnny Regan, Jason Bryars
and myself – had signed up for this
course, which was to be taught by Eric
Pirie from Scotland, the chief guide for
the meet.
Although it was a two-week meet,
we arrived on the Friday at the end of
the first week, just in time for the end
of the first BBQ, which turned into a
céilí when we reached the pub! Eric, a
superb fiddler, had his fiddle with him
and happily played all evening. The
waitress couldn’t wait to get up to
dance and the two barmen brought
out their guitars and proved very
accomplished entertainers as they
treated us to some jazzed-up Cold Play
and Stereophonics songs. It was a

wonderful start to our week!
The first week’s courses had just
ended and some people were staying
on to try out their new skills. For us,
our first gathering was held on the
Saturday evening as Alun Richardson,
Mountaineering Ireland’s Training
Officer, met everyone and introduced
the week. He answered queries and
allayed any anxieties newcomers had
about what was ahead of them. He
told us that, although the sun had
been beating down all day Saturday,
bad weather was forecast for Sunday,
the normal start day of the week-long
courses (with a rest day later in the
week). Because of this, Eric had
decided to start our course on Monday
morning instead. He met with us on
the Saturday evening and divvied out
various extra pieces of equipment that
we would need, such as a repair kit for
crampons, a group shelter, rope and,
most importantly, the tea bags. We
spoke about our mountaineering
experience to date, which allowed Eric
to pitch the course at a level that
would suit all of us. We then spent
Sunday doing our own walks or a Via
Ferrata in the area and met again that
evening to finalise plans for the
following morning.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Monday came and at 9:00am we
headed off in Eric’s van for our first
day on the snow. We travelled a few
kilometres to a location next to the
road where a snowy slope would be
our training ground for the day. The
day was spent learning to move safely
on snow, and how to use it as an
anchor. I’ve never been skiing, so I
thought walking on snow and ice
would be cold. How wrong I was! We
poured with perspiration in long
sleeves, light summer trousers and
gaiters as the temperature soared to
over 30°C. Faces and hands were
covered in high-factor sun cream and
we welcomed any break in the
activities to sit in the shade of a
convenient boulder out of the heat. As
we relaxed there we were also able to
view the glacier on which we were
going to walk over the following few
days. So, equipped with the basic
skills, we returned to the campsite
and after dinner set about repacking
our smaller rucksacks under strict
instructions to leave out everything
that wasn’t absolutely necessary – we
were going to have to carry it, after all;
we were allowed one luxury item
only! One person brought a book;
another brought an extra T-shirt.
Day 2 started as before. We headed
off in Eric’s van to the starting point
up the valley at Pré de Madame Carle
(1,874m), a glacial outflow at the
bottom of Glacier Noir and Glacier
Blanc. Even at that hour the car park
was already full. We collected our
equipment, doused ourselves with sun
cream and set off. Eric started off at a
slow but steady pace which he held
over the next three days. By the time
we got to the first hut at Refuge du
Glacier Blanc (2,542m) we
understood why. Even at this early
hour of the morning the heat was
already building and with no breeze to
cool us it wasn’t long before admiring
the view and the beautiful alpine
flowers became welcome excuses to
rest. Eric shared his wide knowledge
of the flora with us, giving the
common names, which I really
enjoyed as I have an interest in botany.
Unfortunately, I forgot to bring my
Alpine plant identification key with
me from Ireland – that would have
been my luxury item!
We reached the hut just before
lunch and unpacked any overnight
stuff to leave in a box there for later.
After lunch we set off again to wander
on the Glacier Blanc and to get a feel
for walking on the hard ice. Rambling
www.mountaineering.ie

about tied into a rope looking down
into crevasses was something new for
some of us and the idea of going
down into one and being pulled out
again was a bit thrilling. We all
wanted a go! Each person in turn was
put in the end position on the rope
and, with cameras at the ready, we
were each lowered into the crevasse.
As luck would have it the batteries
died in my camera just at that point!
Next we experimented with ice
screws and, while we were working
on that, Johnny Regan, who was from
Donegal, unfortunately tripped over
his crampons and landed on his knee,
which put him out of action for the
rest of the course as the injured knee
swelled up overnight. We then
returned to the hut and rested before
the evening meal. There were no
showers and the bathroom was basic,
so cleansing wipes were essential.
Dinner was excellent and even my
food intolerances were catered for.
Hut etiquette was something I hadn’t

really thought about before but it was
something Eric was careful to teach
us. An interesting practice is that,
when the hut is full, the guides help
wash the dishes after dinner.
The dormitories didn’t have any
lights so most people were in bed by
9:00pm although hut rules actually
say that you only had to be in bed by
10:00pm. Eric tried to get us to drink
as much water as possible before bed,
but unfortunately, this meant getting
up during the night in the pitch dark.
Getting to the door wasn’t too bad; I
just followed the bench along the end
of the beds until my head hit the door
and then I was out in the hall where I
could light my head torch. Coming
back in wasn’t as easy. I followed the
bench again, as far as the window this
time, but had to guess where my bed
was along the shelf of mattresses.
Having located the gap I had to swing
my feet around to get in feet first and
managed to kick my walking
companion, Gertrude Meehan, in the

Eric Pirie, chief
guide, in front of
the Dome de
Neige des Écrins.
Photo: Clíona
Ní Bhréartúin.

“It wasn’t long before admiring the view and
the beautiful Alpine flowers became a
welcome excuse to rest!”
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“I thought walking on snow and ice
would be cold. How wrong I was!”

Participants make
their way down to
Glacier Blanc, as
seen from Roche
Faurio.
Photo: Clíona Ní
Bhréartúin.

Relaxing on the
terrace of the
Refuge des
Écrins.
Photo: Clíona Ní
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head! I should have used the torch
with my hand firmly over the front to
give some light. I’ll know better next
time.
I wasn’t there long when our room
got the 4:00am wake-up call, so we
set about gathering the few items we
had there and headed down for
breakfast. Eric had said the night
before that competent clients get
ready in 45 minutes; if it went to an
hour then we were 'faffing about.' We
were up to the challenge and got out
in 45 minutes. Johnny wasn’t going to
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be able to come with us, so we left
him behind to walk down. The car
park and a lift weren’t too far away on
a busy track but it was a considerable
descent and his knee was swollen. As
it transpired he got a helicopter ride in
the end!
The Glacier Blanc was busy with
mountaineers making their way up to
the various peaks, most notably the
Dome de Neige des Écrins (4,015m)
just below the Barre des Écrins
(4,088m). We, however, headed in a
different direction onto the Pic du

Glacier d’Arsine (3,365m), a steep
climb which included the new
experience of climbing over rock in
crampons. The sunrise was beautiful
and I couldn’t help thinking how
lucky we were when so many people
would never see what we were
looking at. We reached the top by
9:30am.
With the first peak under our belts
we headed down the same way,
finding it harder to descend because
the sun was melting the top layer of
snow. Below the Refuge des Écrins we
took off the crampons to climb the
path to the hut. It was hard going as
there was quite a lot of snow on the
path and without crampons on I
found it hard to stay upright. There
was also the effort involved in
climbing in thinner air. We eventually
arrived at the hut (3,175m) and
organised our gear before sitting down
to lunch.
The afternoon was spent on the
terrace working on crevasse rescue
rope techniques, watched by others
who were out enjoying the sun after
their exertions of the morning. It was
an amazing place to spend the
afternoon and then it was time for
dinner, the highlight of every day in
the mountains. Once again my special
dietary requirements were a challenge
but the guardian produced an
excellent meal for me again. During
dinner, the guardian gave a talk about
the weather and its effects on the
www.mountaineering.ie
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glacier and on the Dome de Neige. He
made recommendations about what
paths to take and what to avoid, as the
heat wave was having a huge effect on
the snow. To highlight this he even did
a drawing so that people without
French could get the gist. It was
another evening of washing dishes for
Eric as the hut was full again and an
early night for us all. The life of a
guide is not an easy one!
We set out for our final peak at
4:00am again and, being good
students, we were underway once
more in our allotted time. We put on
the crampons in the pitch dark,
during which time I managed to kick
Gertrude in the head again,
unfortunately with crampons on this
time. Fortunately, she had already put
on her helmet! It’s okay, she’s still
talking to me! It was eerie watching
head torches bobbing around in the
blackness as everyone else put on
their gear. Gradually the sky began to
lighten as we all proceeded up the
glacier. I counted fifteen roped groups
climbing up to the Dome de Neige,
some following the advice of the
guardian and some not. We headed off
in the direction of the Roche Faurio
(3,730m).
It was spectacular: the huge expanse
of snow, the views back down the
valley, the view over the other side
down the Glacier de la Plate des
Agneaux; they were all breathtaking.
When we reached the top of the snow,
we removed crampons and rucksacks
and Eric led us across the last
scramble of rock to the summit. We
could see all the way over to Mont
Blanc; the view was awesome. We had
done our second peak in two days and
we were all delighted.
We eventually left the mountain and
came down to where we had stashed
our gear that morning below the
Refuge des Écrins and then headed on
down to the first hut, the Refuge de
Glacier Blanc, where we had lunch.
We met some other members of
Mountaineering Ireland who had been
on other peaks and had also stopped
there. We spent several hours
descending the long path in the
incredible heat of the afternoon and
marvelled at how the crowds coming
uphill could stand to climb in that
temperature. A few of them were
sheltering under boulders and looked
like they weren’t going any further!
We reached the car park and couldn’t
wait to get into Eric’s air-conditioned
van – the luxury of it. Back to the
www.mountaineering.ie

campsite and the showers! It was a
surreal experience being back amongst
greenery and cars with the world still
going on as normal after the beauty
and silence of the high mountains.
Our final day was learning to move
efficiently on rock. Alun spent two
hours with us and gave us exercises
specific to each of us to try to improve
our climbing. The heat was once again
intense and being in the shade was
heaven. We spent the rest of the day
with Eric working on a variety of
climbs, doing eight before the day was
over, and we all even did our first lead
climb! Now, that’s fast progress!
The meet finished on Friday night
with a BBQ, this time held in the
grounds of the hotel, only a hop
across the grass from the pub, where
another brilliant céilí followed. Once

again, Eric did the honours and one of
the barmen joined us again. We had a
slide show of photos, which had been
entered into the Photo Competition
during the week, and the winners
were announced. It was a fitting end
to a wonderful Summer Meet. There
was already talk about the Autumn
Meet in the Mournes and then there’s
next summer to look forward to! g

The chief guide,
Eric Pirie, above a
gaping crevasse.
Photo: Clíona
Ní Bhréartúin.

Clíona Ní Bhréartúin has been a
hillwalker for over 25 years and has
walked in the Alps, the Himalayas,
along the Camino de Santiago de
Compostela from the Pyrenees to
Finesterre, and on the Via de la Plata
from Seville to Mérida. She is a
member of Glenwalk and Na
Cnocadóirí.
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On the Pilgrim’s Trail
Tom Fox goes trekking to Kedarnath in Garwhal, India
Avalanche on
Kedernath
(6,940m).
Photo: Tom Fox.
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W

hen we arrived

in Delhi, we
were met by
our Indian guide, Pawan
Bisht. That afternoon was
spent touring Delhi with
Sweeti, a local city guide,
who showed us around
the major tourist sites.
The highlights of our
tour were visits to
Humayun’s Tomb and to
the Lodi gardens, where
we saw the tomb of
Mohammed Shah, the
earliest of the tombs in
the garden, which was
built in 1444.
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After meeting our group leader, Tom
Richardson, the following morning,
we took the early train northwards to
Haridwar. On arriving at the station
there, we were straight into the real
hustle and bustle of India. Pawan, our
guide, bartered with bag-handlers
while we photographed the scene.
Four-wheel-drive vehicles were
used to get us to Rishiskesh, which is
located in Dehradun district of
Uttarakhand state. The city is the
starting point for the ‘chhota’ or
shorter Char Dham pilgrimage; Char
Dham refers to the four abodes or
seats of God that are reputedly located
in the Himalayas at Badrinath,
Kedarnath, Gangotri and Yamunotri,
and are of immense importance to
Hindu pilgrims.
The city’s name, Rishikesh, means
‘he who has conquered his senses.’ It
was made famous by the visit of the
Beatles in the 1960s. Triveni Ghat is

the main ‘ghat’ in the town, where
pilgrims can take a holy dip. Every
evening hundreds of pilgrims attend
the Ganga Arti at the Ghat. We
watched the assembled monks
chanting in Sanskrit. There was
thunder and lightning in the
mountains and the ensuing rain soon
scattered everyone. We headed to a
real Indian restaurant to sample the
fare.
In the last few days thunderstorms
in the mountains had been dumping
snow on our intended route, which
would take us over the Kalindi Khal.
We got reports of a rescue in progress
on the Kalindi due to the deep snow.
A party had got stuck in deep snow
on the descent from the pass. Our
crossing was in doubt and there were
rumours of doing an alternative trip.
We continued to Uttarkashi (8.5
hours and two punctures) to be
greeted by a thunderstorm which
www.mountaineering.ie
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meant more snow on the Kalindi. That
settled it. The authorities closed the
pass and we had to look at
alternatives. A debate ensued and we
ended up deciding to trek along the
Bhilan Ganga towards the Katling
glacier, cross the Maoili Pass into
Kedarnath and descend the pilgrims’
path. The only trouble with that was
that we would have to cross two
ridges to get to the Bhilan Ganga
valley. We would have to ascend the
first ridge one day, descend it the next
day and then repeat that for the
second ridge, and all at low altitude
and in blistering heat.
A short drive took us to Lata
(1,450m) where we would start
trekking. We set up camp on the far
side of the river. Four days were spent
slogging through forest in the heat, to
get to where we wanted to be.
Ascending the first ridge, we
discovered that a bridge had been
washed away. We crossed further up
but for the muleteers it meant
unloading the baggage, dragging the
mules though the river, humping the
bags across and reloading – all this on
day one.
The camp on the ridge line, Belak
Khal (2,966m), gave us great views of
Bander Punch, the Monkey’s Tail
(6,316m). We descended to Buda
Kedar (1,335m) through the eternal
forest – we could have been in a
Coillte forest back home.
We met a woman from Delhi en
route. She was in the area to educate
locals about how best to make use of
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Chuttu
10km

Kedernath

the electricity generated by a new
hydro-electric scheme to improve
their standard of living.
As the harvest was not yet saved we
could not use the normal camping
fields as they were afraid the mules
would destroy the crops. After much
debate and grovelling by Pawan we
were allowed to camp in the school
yard. A scheduled volleyball match in
the yard had to be cancelled. The
locals watched as we set up camp and
they had to help a local woman keep
the mules from eating her grain which
she had spread on the concrete yard to
dry. A banner on the school building
read “Teachers and Parents are God”!
Next day saw us heading back up
again steeply through the forest to
Bhairon Chatti (2,500m). As we came
out of the forest, fantastic views of
fields of millet came into view. We saw

A woman reaps a
harvest of millet
near the village
of Binar Khal.
Photo:
Tom Fox.
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Crossing landslide
debris along the route.
Photo: Tom Fox.
Below: Local girls
met en route from
Reeh to Gangi.
Photo: Tom Fox.
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the women in the fields reaping the
harvest, never the men. After the
village of Binar Khal, we had lunch
and ascended to the col where we
camped. Another slog on a hot day
and we were ready for a wash and an
afternoon relaxing.
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It was to be a straightforward
descent down, but after an hour or
more our guide for the day, Ganesh,
realised we were heading in the wrong
direction. We had to retrace our steps
and find the right route down. Ganesh
was relegated to erecting tents after
that. We camped at Chuttu (1,500m)
and it was roasting. At least now we
were at the start of the valley that
would lead us towards the Katling
glacier.
Next day took us to Reeh
(2,300m) to camp in the grounds of
tourist bungalows which nobody
uses. On the trek to Gangi (2,700m)
next day we met a large herd of goats
and sheep descending from summer
pastures and we had great fun
photographing the people. Again we
camped in the grounds of tourist
bungalows. The following day was a
long trek with lots of stops as the
mules had difficulty with river
crossings and many of the paths had
been swept away by old landslides,
which we had to traverse under.
We camped near Karsoli
(3,000m). The muleteers announced
that they were going no further as
the terrain was not suitable for the
mules. All unnecessary gear was sent
back with them. It was obvious as
we progressed that the terrain was
not suitable for mules. The old
avalanche debris and the fallen trees
that we crossed would have made it
impassable for them. We camped
just short of Tamarkund (3,500m) to

allow porters to fetch the remaining
gear from the last camp. It also
allowed us time to see if the bridge
was still in place that would allow us
to head up towards Maoili pass.
Fortunately, it was.
The bridge across the Bhilan Ganga
was very dramatic and very shaky and
made for some great photos. We
contoured around to the head of the
valley that led to our pass. While the
porters went ahead to the campsite
(3,700m), we trekked towards the
Katling glacier for two hours to aid
our acclimatisation. The weather
closed in for a period, casting doubt
on our intended route. Next was a
steep slog to a higher camp (4,400m)
ready for the crossing of the doubledheaded Maoili pass (4,750m and
4,950m).
Up early for the crossing of the
pass, we geared up with big boots and
crampons. We traversed above a lake
on steep snow-covered ground, which
proved difficult for the porters. One of
them lost his load and it slid all the
way down the slope but stopped short
of the lake. Tom had to go back and
assist them past that section. It was
very time-consuming.
The morning was beautiful – blue
sky and calm. We ascended towards
the first pass with Ang Kami, Sherpa,
leading the way. We waited for Tom at
the foot of the first pass below Masar
Tal. We then slogged up to the pass
and took the opportunity to take a
team photo. En route to the second
www.mountaineering.ie

pass, we roped up. We led the way,
breaking trail for the porters, and
crossing hidden crevasses on the way.
The weather began to close in as we
approached the second pass. The
visibility decreased and it began to
snow lightly. We trekked on only to
discover that we had overshot the
pass, so we had to backtrack. We
eventually got back to second pass
and steeply zigzagged down the soft
snow. Crampons balling up were a
nuisance and slowed things up. The
porters had difficulty with the slope
and did the sensible thing, letting the
loads slide down. The soft snow
brought the loads to a stop below.
Then, we suddenly came out of the
weather into sunshine.
We unroped and slogged down to
near Vasuki Tal. The weather closed in
again as we descended a horrible scree
slope with greasy boulders, which
delayed the porters again. It was a
long hard day (nine hours), especially
for the porters, some of whom arrived
two hours later.
After a late start the next morning,
we dropped down to Vasuki Tal
(4,400m) where we met a French
party who were hoping to go over our
pass, then the Auden Col followed by
the Kalindi Khal. But some of their
porters had left them as they did not
want to cross the snow. Some of their
comrades had been rescued on the
Kalindi Khal and they did not want to
suffer the same fate. Pawan knew the
crew and we got an orange drink and
biscuits from them, and we sat on
seats for the first time in a week.
From there we trekked up to
another pass and then a few high
crossings led us to the descent route to
Kedarnath (3,584m). We descended
in a fog that obliterated what was said
to be a fantastic view. We camped
above the village to avoid being the
centre of attention. At one time, not so
long ago, Kedarnath Temple, one of
the holiest Hindu temples, was near
the glacier but now the glacier has
receded. We went up to the glacier to
get as close to the mountains as
possible before returning to visit the
temple.
The street leading to the temple was
full of stalls and food shops to cater
for the pilgrims. The temple was very
busy with pilgrims going in to do their
“puja” or worship. The pilgrims buy
gifts to bring home to their families,
getting the gifts blessed inside the
temple – shades of Knock and
Lourdes. They also get a tika, a red
paste mark, put on their forehead. As
some of the crew would be leaving us
www.mountaineering.ie
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the next day we paid them their tips
and raffled off any gear we did not
want to bring home.
On the way down next day to the
road head at Gaurikund (2,000m) we
came across pilgrims on the way up. It
was the end of the pilgrimage season
but there was still a stream of people
up and down. Most walked but some
used mules and horses. Elderly and
the infirm used palanquins (chairs
carried by four men).
A mule cost 300 rupees, a
palanquin 2,000 rupees and a
helicopter 7,000 rupees (€1 = 64
rupees). Yes, the pilgrimage has
arrived in the 21st century! The
helicopter (a state-run service) was

quite busy when the sky was clear but
did spoil the atmosphere of the place
as a pilgrimage site. It was a grinding
five-hour descent to Gaurikund – a
1,584m descent in 14km on a
concrete path. The pilgrimage route is
so busy that it had to be paved for
safety and to prevent erosion.
From Gaurikund we drove to a
campsite where Niri Tamang cooked
us a feast, including a farewell cake
which read: “Hope to see you again.”
I hope so! g
Tom Fox is from Dingle and is an
individual member of Mountaineering
Ireland. He undertook the trek in
September-October 2008.

The pilgrim town
of Kedernath: the
entire population
moves out for the
winter. The temple
is visible to fore of
the red-and-white
masts.
Photo: Tom Fox.

The group (with Tom
Fox third from right)
on the first part of
Maoili Pass.
Kedernath mountain
(6,940m) to rear.
Photo: Tom Fox.
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What the mountains can tell us

Bernie Lafferty
and Peter Wilson
continue their
explanation of the
geology and
geomorphology of
the Irish mountain
landscape.

UNSTABLE GROUND: SUPERFICIAL BUT SERIOUS
n addition to the rockslope failures described
in our previous article
(see IML 94, pp40-43), the
superficial materials that occur
on mountain flanks, glacial
sediment and peat, are also
susceptible to downslope
movement. The benign
appearance of the Irish upland
environment belies the fact
that such movements occur
fairly frequently and can have
extremely serious
consequences.

I

Where the slope gradient is less than
about 10º these superficial materials
can be several metres in thickness; on
steeper gradients of 20-30º they tend

to be much thinner. It is generally on
the steeper slopes with thinner
materials that the majority of mass
movements in these superficial
materials occur. Some spectacular
features can result.
While the effects of gravity, geology
and topography should not be
underestimated, it is the climate and
increasingly human activities that have
the greatest impacts on slope stability
in the uplands today.

Debris slides
The characteristic mass movement
in glacial sediments is the debris slide.
Although regarded as a gravitational
feature, sliding often occurs during or
following a period of prolonged and
heavy rainfall that serves to saturate
the materials and to reduce the friction
between the individual sediment
particles.

Where vegetation is present on
slopes, it helps provide resistance to
movement because the humus and
root systems assist in binding the
material together. However, debris
slides frequently occur on vegetated
slopes and in these instances the
sliding plane is below the depth at
which humus and roots are normally
found.
Sliding can also occur as a
consequence of progressive
weathering and soil formation in the
upper part of the glacial sediments.
Again, the friction between particles is
lowered and a plane of weakness is
established between the weathered
material above and the less weathered
material below.
In many cases it has been noted that
the sliding surface is associated with
the development of a thin but very
compact soil iron pan (a zone where

Scarp
Sliding surface

Debris

Bedrock
Diagram 1:
The attributes of a
debris slide.
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iron oxides have accumulated by
downwash). During intense rain this
can act as a barrier to the percolation
of water and, as a result, the mass of
overlying material begins to slide and
eventually comes to rest some
distance downslope.
The attributes of a debris slide are
shown in Diagram 1. At the head of a
slide there is usually an arcuate scarp
that reveals the nature of the slope
materials and the thickness that has
moved away. Downslope of this scarp
is the surface along which sliding
occurred and on which there are large
blocks of material, some still upright
as shown by their vegetation, but
clearly no longer in their original
position. Farther downslope is a zone
of debris deposition. This is usually a
chaotic mass of vegetated blocks,
inclined at various angles, and debris
slurry containing large stones.
The margin of debris deposition is
usually very sharp and the downslope
limit normally indicates the place at
which much of the contained water
escaped, and this usually coincides
with a marked reduction in slope
gradient. Photos 1 and 2 show that
debris slides can differ enormously in
both size and shape.
In many debris slides the distance
travelled by the debris is often far out
of proportion to the size of the source
and is related to moisture content and
slope length and gradient. Wetter
materials on longer and steeper slopes
tend to travel greater distances and
may give the impression of having had
a much more extensive source area.

Peat slides
In thick peat deposits the sliding
plane may coincide with the junction
between the peat and the underlying
glacial sediment or it may be within
the peat mass itself, usually at a
boundary between peat that is well
decomposed and peat that is less so.
As wet peat moves downslope, sliding
may give way to flowing, if the
volume of contained water is great
enough, and the peat mass begins to
fragment. The term peat (or bog) flow
becomes more appropriate in such
cases.
Sometimes peat-covered ground
can suddenly rupture, expelling large
quantities of saturated peat – the term
bog burst has been applied to these
events. Photos 4 and 5 show the
immediate impact of peat slides on
the landscape well.
Some 60% of recorded worldwide
www.mountaineering.ie

peat failures are in Ireland and in
recent years there has been increasing
academic and media interest in these
types of mass movement because they
can be both spectacular and
devastating events. The most serious
occurred in Co Kerry in 1896 when
some 5-6 million cubic metres of peat
was mobilised and eight people were
killed.
Debris slides and peat slides occur
each year in Ireland. Most are well
away from popular mountain routes
but sometimes they bury or destroy
paths, and can pass across valuable
farmland and roads. Some debris

enters streams and may cause a
temporary blockage or cause flooding,
pollute water supplies and kill fish.
Although debris slides and peat
slides have occurred in all our upland
areas some seem to have had more
than their fair share of these events.
One such area is the northern and
eastern sides of Cuilcagh Mountain on
the Fermanagh-Cavan border, where
over 40 such slides have occurred
during the past 30 years. Although
that is quite a lot, on Friday 19th
September 2003, during a period of
intense rainfall (in excess of 80mm in
two hours), more than 40 peat slides

Photo 1:
A large debris
slide on the
slopes of Ben
Gorm, Co Mayo.
The debris
extends down a
considerable
length of hillside.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.
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Photo 2:
A small debris
slide on Trostan,
Co Antrim. The
debris has
moved only a
short distance
from the source
area.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.

occurred on the slopes of Dooncarton
Mountain near Pollatomish in Co
Mayo. Following a very dry summer,
contraction of the peat allowed the
rainfall rapid access deep into the
peat. Saturation was achieved quickly
and destructive slides were triggered.
The slides caused considerable
damage to roads, bridges and
property, and over 40 families had to
be evacuated from their homes.
Fortunately there was no loss of life.
In October of the same year, a major

Photo 3:
Peat hags on
Slievemaan,
Co Wicklow.
Photo: Patrick
O’Sullivan.
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peat slide occurred on the Slieve
Aughty hills north of the village of
Derrybrien in Co Galway. The flow of
peat blocked roads and dammed
bridges, destroyed areas of forestry,
entered a local river and reached
Lough Cutra, killing numerous fish.
Vegetation can quickly colonise the
surface of a debris or peat slide and
within a few years a site can become
almost unrecognisable and is easily
passed without being noticed. Next
time you see a fresh slide keep it in

mind and remember to check it out
when you pass that way again. You’ll
be surprised just how quickly it is
absorbed by nature.
If all the superficial materials on a
slope are removed by sliding, the
newly-exposed rock surface may show
striations (scratch marks) made by
stones that were dragged across the
surface by the last glaciers.
********
We may anticipate that debris and
peat slides will increase in number in
the coming years, if predictions
concerning climate change,
particularly an upwards trend in
winter rainfall and an increase in the
frequency of high intensity rainfall
events, prove to be correct. These will
create additional problems for those
who live, work and take their
recreation in the uplands and, on a
small scale, will modify the form of
the hillsides.
In view of the many unknowns that
still exist in landscape studies,
developers should be mindful of the
fact that further human encroachment
into the uplands may result in
additional pressures that can
destabilise slopes and so generate
debris and peat slides. Agriculture and
www.mountaineering.ie
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Photo 4:
Peat-smeared
river banks
several
kilometres
downstream of
a peat flow site
provide an
indication of the
scale of the
flow event.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.

forestry are major industries in the uplands and
they continue to expand. Land preparation
associated with both industries is also known to
have played a role in some mass movements.
Indeed, a wind farm construction site was
implicated as a factor leading to the Derrybrien
peat slide in 2003.
It would be tragic if inappropriate
development and mismanagement in our
uplands was allowed to continue. Superficial
slope failures degrade the landscape and have
far-reaching implications for the ecology and

aesthetic aspects of the uplands.
To this end the establishment in
2004 of the Irish Landslides
Working Group, under the
auspices of the Geological Survey
of Ireland, will undoubtedly help
raise awareness about the
landslide hazard and the need for
risk assessments to be conducted
prior to beginning construction
work. g

Bernie Lafferty is an independent
environmental systems specialist
working in the northwest
region.
Peter Wilson is a lecturer in
Environmental Science at the
University of Ulster, Coleraine,
and a member of
Mountaineering Ireland.

Photo 5:
The upper part
of a peat flow in
the Sperrins.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Access&Conservation
The latest news from Helen Lawless, Hillwalking, Access & Conservation Officer
Lugnaquillia, Co Wicklow.

Comhairle na Tuaithe
Helen Lawless

Some topics for you
to think about
OTHER THAN two weeks’ holidays walking in
Austria (Lechtal Alps) at the beginning of July, I’ve
had a busy summer as Mountaineering Ireland’s
Hillwalking, Access & Conservation Officer. On
these pages, you can read about our
involvement in Comhairle na Tuaithe and
promotion of the Leave No Trace message. It
isn’t possible to include everything, but these
pages also mention some other recent
developments and initiatives.

Club Environmental
Officers
ONE OF MY objectives is to establish and
support a network of Club Environmental Officers
who can act as champions within their clubs and
also contribute to Mountaineering Ireland’s work
to protect the upland areas.
If you would like to discuss the role of a Club
Environmental Officer, or if you are already a Club
Environmental Officer, please get in touch. We’re
particularly interested in hearing what
information, training or resources would be useful
to you in your role.
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DURING THE summer, Mountaineering
Ireland, represented by Karl Boyle,
Ruairí Ó Conchúir and Helen Lawless,
met with the Rural Recreation Section
of the Department of Community,
Equality and Gaeltacht Affairs in
Tubbercurry, Co Sligo. The Rural
Recreation Section supports Comhairle
na Tuaithe and the Rural Recreation
Officers (RROs) employed in twelve
areas of the country.
As follow-up to the meeting,
Mountaineering Ireland made a detailed
submission to the Department urging a
renewed focus on implementation of
the National Countryside Recreation
Strategy and the role of Comhairle na
Tuaithe. The submission confirmed a
number of commitments from
Mountaineering Ireland to support the
work of the Rural Recreation Section
and the twelve Rural Recreation
Officers. One of those commitments is
to provide Leave No Trace training for
the RROs.
The July 2010 meeting of Comhairle
na Tuaithe, attended by Joss Lynam
and Helen Lawless, was briefly
addressed by the two ministers in the
Department. Minister Pat Carey spoke
of the funding opportunities for rural
recreation projects under the Rural
Development Programme 2007-2013,
and Junior Minister Mary White showed
her personal interest in rural recreation
and her understanding of the gaps in
the current systems.

From a Mountaineering Ireland point
of view, Comhairle’s pilot projects to
provide improved access to mountain
areas, at Mount Gable in Co Galway
and at Carrauntoohil, are of key
importance. Mountaineering Ireland will
be working with the staff in the Rural
Recreation Section to ensure that the
learning from the pilots is recorded and
used to inform extension of this initiative
to other upland areas.
The Irish Sports Council, with
assistance from Mountaineering Ireland,
is facilitating a process amongst
governing bodies of outdoor sports to
select three further representatives to
join Comhairle. At present
Mountaineering Ireland is the only
governing body amongst Comhairle’s
20-plus members. This will bring better
balance and further expertise to
Comhairle’s membership, essential
given Comhairle’s role in advising on
implementation of the National
Countryside Recreation Strategy.
Mountaineering Ireland has also
recommended that Comhairle agree
and publicise simple, objective
information regarding land ownership,
access to the countryside and
occupiers’ liability, as the absence of
clarity on these matters has in some
instances undermined the relationship
between landowners and recreational
users. This matter is due to be
discussed at the next Comhairle
meeting on 12th October 2010.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Draft action plan for upland birds

Quads and scrambling
bikes banned in
certain areas
Quads on
Slievemaan.

EARLY IN AUGUST , Minister for the Environment John
Gormley published new regulations prohibiting the
recreational use of quad and scrambler bikes in certain
areas. Mountaineering Ireland plans to meet with the
Department of Environment, Heritage and Local
Government in the autumn to emphasise the need to
extend this protection to other areas, and to ensure that
resources are in place to support implementation of the
regulations.
While many members have sent in reports and
photographs of quad and scrambler activity, and the
resulting damage, we’d like to get more; so please send
them to helen@mountaineering.ie.
Photographic evidence will be important in
emphasising the seriousness of this problem and the
wide variety of areas that are affected. If you see quad
or scrambler bikes on the hills, phone the local National
Parks & Wildlife Service or the Gardaí. Members in
Northern Ireland should contact the Police.

Access questions
MOUNTAINEERING IRELAND regularly deals with enquiries
from members, and non-members, seeking advice on
where to walk in particular areas. To assist with this
process, we are compiling a database of points where we
know there is sensitivity regarding access. By letting us
know that a farmer wants us to follow a specific route, that
certain landowners prefer to be asked to provide access,
or that others do not want walkers or climbers on their
land, you can help in maintaining positive relations between
the landowning community and walkers and climbers.
You will also be helping to build a
knowledge bank that
could be useful to
you when you are
planning a trip to a
less familiar part of
the country.
If you would like to
report an access or
conservation issue, or
if you have any
queries regarding
Mountaineering
Ireland’s work in this area, please contact Helen Lawless
on 01 6251115 or at helen@mountaineering.ie.
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IN JULY, Mountaineering Ireland met with representatives from
BirdWatch Ireland to discuss Mountaineering Ireland’s response to a
draft action plan for upland birds, prepared by BirdWatch Ireland
with input from a number of stakeholders.
It soon became clear that our two organisations share a concern
for the future of upland landscapes and the species they support,
and that working together could be mutually beneficial.

Red grouse in snow.
Photo: Ben Hall
(RSPB-images.com)

Due to the remoteness and nature of mountain terrain, it is difficult
for BirdWatch Ireland to gather extensive information on birdlife in
the uplands. Hence the call from Sinead Cummins (page 10) for
Mountaineering Ireland members to report bird sightings. Doing so
will help build a case for protection of the areas we rely on for our
activities.

Walks are allocated €4m
IN AUGUST, Minister for Arts, Sport & Culture, Mary Hanafin,
announced funding of €4m under the Tourism Capital Investment
Programme to upgrade four visitor attractions, including Slieve League
in Co Donegal and a walk from Doolin to Hag’s Head in Co Clare.
Almost €2 million has been allocated to Slieve League for an
environmental management programme designed to improve “the
overall experience of visitors to Slieve League, and putting in place
measures which are designed to preserve this iconic natural attraction.”
At this point the funding is approved in principle; the details of how it
is to be spent have yet to be agreed.
With support from members, particularly Dennis Golden from the
North West Mountaineering Club, Mountaineering Ireland has made a
submission to Fáilte Ireland regarding an assessment of the Clifftop
Path and Pilgrim Path at Slieve League. Mountaineering Ireland will
maintain contact with Fáilte Ireland on these and other developments.
Slieve League, Co Donegal.
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TrainingLog
Training news presented by Training Officer Alun Richardson

Mountain Providers meet highest standards
Learning to follow
a compass bearing.
Photo: Darach Ó Murchú.

ALUN RICHARDSON
I HAVE BEEN in my part-time post with
Mountaineering Ireland for six months now
and my feet haven’t stopped running! I
can’t blame all of that on Mountaineering
Ireland, as I have managed to squeeze in
some extra work in the Alps and a visit to
the Orkney Isles to climb the Old Man of
Hoy. There is a saying, “If you want
something done, ask a busy man”…but
just don’t ask me today!
I was fortunate to attend the opening of
the new Tollymore Outdoor Centre in
June and a fine building it is, reflecting
wonderfully the two inspirations behind its
structure – a yacht and a mountain hut.
Visiting dignitaries gave fine speeches
and Trevor Fisher, the Centre Manager,
had a beaming smile throughout the
whole proceedings. We even had TV
celebrity there, Helen Skelton, the
Guinness record holder for kayaking the
Amazon. Good luck to Trevor and all the
staff there for the success of the new
Tollymore. It is a tremendous resource for
everyone on the island of Ireland.

Mountain Leader Training
Later, I had a stimulating meeting with
Trevor Fisher to examine the modularisation of Mountain Leader Training (MLT)
awards in Northern Ireland, something
that Bord Oiliúint Sléibhe (BOS), the Irish
Mountain Training Board, already does
with the summer Mountain Leader award
in the Republic. It is not an easy task, as
the experience required before and after
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training is something that is integral to
maintaining the standards of the awards.
Whatever the new structure of awards that
MLT comes up with, it will make the
awards more accessible, which is a good
thing.
The movement towards BOS becoming
a full member of MLT is still under
consideration by BOS and the
Mountaineering Ireland board and it is
hoped that a paper will be put to MLT for
consideration later this year. Joining MLT
will enable us to play a full role in the
development of any ‘new’ club level and
instructor awards, and ensure that the
awards in the Republic are still accepted
throughout Europe. Any questions or
concerns about the application of BOS to
become a full member of MLT should be
sent to me.
Moderating courses continues to
confirm for me that the professionalism of
the Mountaineering Providers in Ireland is
very high. The job of an instructor/trainer
may not be seen as a profession by many,
but the job definitely requires a diligent
and professional approach to ensure that
Mountaineering Ireland remains as leader
in the field of outdoor training. Well done
to all the providers. To those that I haven’t

seen, moderation is not something to be
concerned about; don’t think of it as an
inspection but welcome it as an
opportunity to swop and share ideas and
opinions. I look forward to visiting you. I
would still like to encourage those of you
who work with FETAC to provide
adequate notice of the training and
assessment courses you are running.
The amalgamation of the existing BOS
awards into the Sport Ireland Adventure
Framework is also moving forward slowly.
The course for Mountaineering Ireland’s
four providers to be trained as Mountain
Tutor Trainers was cancelled and we look
forward to details of the next one.
The ‘Train the Trainers’ course at the
end of May was attended by 12 people. It
was a great success with some lovely
presentations from a new keen group of
‘aspirant’ Providers. It did, however,
highlight the fact that we now have
upwards of 60 providers in Ireland and
prompts the question of whether we need
to start limiting the number of providers.
The main problem is Mountain Skills
courses being cancelled due to lack of
numbers. I would love some feedback on
this as I am unsure how much of a
problem it really is.
www.mountaineering.ie
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That was a great Summer Meet. What’s next?
THE SUMMER ALPINE MEET turned out to be a
roaring success with upwards of 60 people attending.
Many fine ascents were made in the beautiful but hot
weather and the subsequent stories filled the
evenings around the tents and in the cafés. The
dancing at the céilí varied from the sublime to the
chaotic, the latter mainly when I joined in the fray. The
half-day workshops went down well and this is
something that we will build upon for next year. It was
great to see some of the younger climbers and
walkers joining in from UCD and Trinity College; I
hope they will join us again next year.

In the French Alps, July 2010.
Photo: Alun Richardson.

Dates for 2011 Meets
•
•
•

Winter Meet
Glencoe, Scotland, February 19th to 27th.
Ski Mountaineering/Snowshoeing Meet
Chamonix, French Alps, March 19th to 27th.
Summer Alpine Meet
Vallorcine, French Alps, July 2nd to 17th.

Details will soon be posted on the Mountaineering
Ireland website, www.mountaineering.ie.

Try our library Courses Calendar
Database now online
MOUNTAINEERING IRELAND has a
large collection of over 700
mountaineering and walking books,
guides and magazines and
newsletters of various voluntary
organisations. There are also many
papers and reports covering access
and conservation issues, safety
issues and other general information
relating to Ireland. To search our
online library database go to the
Mountaineering Ireland website,
www.mountaineering.ie.

2010
CPD Courses
SPA
20th September
WGL
21st & 22nd September
MLA
21st & 22nd September
MS
15th & 16th October
Refresher courses
WGL
25th & 26th September
MLA
25th & 26th September
SPA
30th October
Assessment courses
Walking Group Leader assessment
8th-10th October
Mountain Leader assessment
8th-10th October
Club Volunteer Training Officer
Workshop (VTO)
20th & 21st November
Petersburg, Co Galway

www.mountaineering.ie

Contact us
The key role of the Training Office
and the Training Officer is to
implement the 2007 Training Policy. It
is also there to listen to feedback
from members. If you have any
comments or feedback, or have an
idea but are not sure how to get it
off the ground, contact the Training
Officer at alun@mountaineering.ie
or call mobile phone number
087-412 2278.

Remember….
Information on all aspects of training
can be found in the Training and
Safety section on the
Mountaineering Ireland website. It
includes things such as lists of BOSapproved training providers and
first-aid providers, upcoming courses
and events, and information and
scheme registration forms for
courses. All this and much more
besides – make sure to have a look!
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Club Volunteer Training Officer Workshop
Petersburg, Co Galway, November 20th & 21st
NICOLE MULLEN
THE VOLUNTEER TRAINING OFFICER
workshop is targeted at clubs to develop
skills and give greater confidence to club
training officers and leaders.
Workshops are open to any club
member who may subsequently be willing
to act as a Volunteer Training Officer (VTO)
for their club. These individuals would also
act as a direct link between their club and
BOS, keeping BOS informed of any
training needs that may arise and passing

pass them on to others. Participants
should, therefore, have considerable prior
knowledge and experience of the
mountain environment to at least
Mountain Skills training standard.
The programme for the weekend will
consist of both indoor informal discussion
sessions and outdoor practical exercises.
Participants should therefore come
prepared to spend some part of each day
in the outdoors, and should bring full
hillwalking gear appropriate to the terrain,
including a map and a compass.

on information about future trainings to
club members.
It is not the aim of these sessions to
teach hill skills but to demonstrate how to

• Please contact the Training Office on
(01) 625 1117 for more information, or
visit our website, www.mountaineering.ie.

Photo: Paul Kay.

Autumn Meet at Tollymore
Mourne Mountains, October 22-24th, 2010
THE MOUNTAINEERING IRELAND Autumn Meet 2010 is being
hosted by the Belfast Association of Rock-climbers and Fellrunners (BARF) at Tollymore National Outdoor Centre in the
Mourne Mountains from October 22-24.
The theme of the Meet is “Healthy Mountains, Healthy People.”
The programme will include a variety of walks and climbs in the
Mournes as well as a host of other features and entertainment.
The cost of the Meet is €20 (£16) and includes an evening meal
on the Saturday.
The activities will cater for varying levels of ability, exertion and
duration. All will aim to allow participants to learn, discover and
challenge themselves.

Programme of Events
Friday 22 October
• Registration: from 7:00pm.
• Evening talk: “The Millstones” – followed by traditional
music session.
Saturday 23 October
Organised activities from 9:00am onwards, including:
• Walks, scrambles, rock-climbing,
mountain-path repair, orienteering.
• Youth walking and climbing groups.
• Mountain art gallery and photo competition.
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•
•
•

A formal debate on a blistering topic.
Hearty, healthy 3-course meal – an Irish slant on Alpine fare!
“Sacred Summits” – an illustrated talk by Dr Sam Moore.

Sunday 24 October
Activities from 9:45am onwards, including:
• Tread Lightly – a series of workshops examining how we can
reduce the impact on our bodies and on our paths.
• Mourne Heritage Trust and Mountain Meitheal – how we can
help maintain the mountain paths we are creating.
Leave
No Trace – an impossible aspiration, but one worth
•
aspiring to?
• Countryside Access & Activity Network on how to organise a
walking holiday without wrecking your head.
• ‘Feet First’ clinic with TISO’s footwear-fitting specialists.
• Soup & sandwiches: 1:00pm.
• End of Meet: 2:00pm.
Please see www.mountaineering.ie to register for this event and
for accommodation, travel and programme updates.

books3

Books

Literary Editor Joss Lynam presents reviews of some recent publications.

The long-awaited new guide...
Declan Carolan

Rock Climbs in the
Mourne Mountains
By Ricky Bell, Craig Hiller & Simon Moore
Mountaineering Ireland, 278pp
Full-colour photos and topos
€20.00 ISBN: 978-0-902940-29-1
Finally, the wait is over! After 12 years from
the publication of the previous edition by

Robert Bankhead, the long-awaited new
rock climbing guide to the Mournes has hit
the shelves, but the wait has definitely been
worth it. Ricky Bell, Craig Hiller and Simon
Moore have delivered an impressive and
well presented addition to Mountaineering
Ireland’s growing stable of recent, up to
date climbing guides.
The colour topos make route finding
easier than ever before, especially on the
larger crags like Slieve Beg where finding
the correct line could be a little tricky.
Boulder problems have also been included
where appropriate. The winter routes
section of Irish guidebooks can feel like an
afterthought but the winter routes section in
this guideboook is the best that any Irish
guide has to offer, offering good
descriptions, grades and even some topos!
The topos are all in colour and the lines are
marked in bright colours, blue for a route
and red for a boulder problem. This makes
the line jump right out at you, saving the
user valuable climbing time when picking a
line.
The guide covers 26 crags across the
Mournes area. For each crag there is a
short introduction, details of the approach
and, usefully, the number of routes and the

Paul Swail on first ascent
of ‘Live Life to the Matt.’
Photo: Craig Hiller.

spectrum of grades. This is useful as some
of the crags are small and possibly only
worth a few visits, whereas there is enough
at Lower Cove to keep one occupied for a
long time.
The photography of Craig Hiller deserves
special mention. The action shots littered
throughout the book are predominantly of
the recent spate of hard ascents that has
gone on in the area.
All in all, this guidebook is an essential for
any serious Irish rockclimber. With classic 3star routes at all grades, this is simply a
superb place to climb in a stunning location
and now, with a guidebook to match the
scenery, there is no excuse not to get
climbing!

....This is also an excellent guide
Brian Gilsenan
Coast to Coast:
The Wainwright Route
By Sandra Bardwell
Rucksack Readers,112pp
Many photos and maps
npq
ISBN: 978-1-898481-34-8
When I walked Wainwright’s
Coast to Coast walk some
years ago I depended on the
maestro’s quirky little book for
background information and
general directions. However, I
also needed a few maps to
find the way, which is made up
of hundreds of little tracks and
www.mountaineering.ie

paths which are not always easy to find. The route is not
waymarked over all of its length and waymarking style varies from
place to place. If Sandra Bardwell’s book had been available at the
time, I could have saved myself a few hours of retracing footsteps
here and there to get back on the right track.
This book has comprehensive directions for each section of the
route (which she treats as a 15-day walk) as well as very clear and
detailed maps for each section (scale 1:50,000).
The book also contains altitude profiles for each section,
background information on geology, history and wildlife, as well as
contact details for accommodation and transport.
Distances on the maps are marked clearly at each mile, so that
you can tell at a glance how far you have travelled from your starting
point and how far you still have to go to your objective for the day.
Spot heights are given in feet. Miles and feet seem a little bit
antiquated nowadays, but the author does give conversions to km
and metres in most cases in the text.
All in all, this is an excellent guide which should get the walker
from the Irish Sea to the North Sea without putting a foot wrong. It
is handsomely turned out and seems tough and durable.
Irish Mountain Log - Autumn 2010
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Destined to become the standard maps for hillwalkers
Robert Garrett

Wicklow Mountains West and Lugnaquilla & Glendalough
1:30,000 Detailed Maps
Surveyed and published by EastWest Mapping
Water resistant paper
€9.95 each ISBN: 978-1-899815-26-5 & 978-1-899815-27-2
These are the second and third sheets in a series of four covering
the Dublin and Wicklow Mountains. The fourth, Wicklow Mountains
East, is due out next year. Designed by an outdoors enthusiast for
outdoors enthusiasts these maps will certainly appeal to hillwalkers
and climbers and, in my opinion, are destined to become their

standard maps for this area.
The greatest practical advantage of these maps over others is the
inclusion of tracks, paths, forest roads and rides, not shown
accurately or at all on other maps. Claimed on the cover to have a
high level of accuracy, these must have required a huge amount of
fieldwork. Another advantage are the large sheet overlaps.
Unexpected features included are hillwalking access points (not
all agreed by landowners – Ed), rockclimbing areas, geological
heritage sites, old mine entrances and tunnels. Across
Poulaphouca Reservoir are shown tracks, features, courses of
rivers and brooks long submerged. Listed are useful telephone
numbers and website addresses.
The unusual 1:30,000 scale takes some getting used to but
many users will have already become used to the Harvey maps on
this scale. Romers for this scale are not readily available here.
Perhaps it is time for Silva to change its 1:63,360 compass Romer.
The addition of a plethora of local placenames and alternative
names of mountains not shown on OS or Harvey will delight those
interested in these and their origins. The cartographer has clearly
devoted much time in researching this aspect and says as much in
his note on the cover, where he also welcomes comment. I expect
that he will not be disappointed as a number of the alternative
names and changes are bound to arouse interest! I was pleased to
see the restoration of the ancient name Three Crosses Pass where
the Shay Elliott memorial is located. It will also now be clear that the
ESB’s name Turlough Hill refers only to the power station and not to
the mountain Tomaneena decapitated for its construction.
The contour interval of 20 metres is for me the only downside of
these maps. Used to the universal 10-metre interval, it gives a first
impression of the slopes being less steep than they are and some
detail is inevitably lost. The cartographer, in conceding that it is not
ideal, maintains that it is adequate in Wicklow for hillwalking and
biking, but hopes that it may be improved in future.

...Perfect bedtime reading
Linda Ó Loideoin
The Complete Doctor
Stories:
The Ridiculous Mountains
& Nothing So Simple
As Climbing
By GJF Dutton
Baton Wicks, 305pp
Many sketches throughout
£9-99 ISBN: 1-898573-21-2
I have read the occasional story
about the inimitable Doctor and
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his adventures in the highlands of Scotland, but I had never before
had the pleasure of reading them in their entirety. This is a perfect
winter book for sitting down and bringing a smile to your face on
long winter evenings. We’ve all met the Doctor (or someone very
similar) at some stage. In fact, many of the recurring characters in
the stories will be familiar to you. It’s not so much what he does as
the way he does it that will tickle you. It’s a gentle humour that is
observational rather than caustic. The stories are quite short so you
can dip in and out easily – perfect bedtime reading. There are 41
short stories in all.
For anyone who has climbed or walked in the highlands this book
will bring back pleasant memories. The author’s love of the area
shines through as does his liking for his characters. I didn’t think I
would enjoy it as much as I did and, if it appears in your Christmas
stocking, be grateful. It might surprise you!

www.mountaineering.ie
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...This absolutely engrossing book
John Ignatius Murray
The Song at Your
Backdoor
By Joseph Horgan
The Collins Press, 233pp
€12.99
ISBN: 978-184889-033-6
Contemporary society lives
mostly in urban enclaves and
is virtually disconnected from
nature. Most peoples’ contact
with wildlife is via TV
programmes that concentrate
on the more exotic and foreign
species – so, little is known
about what is here all around
us. Modern farming with its
dependence on weed and
pest control has wrought havoc with wildlife on a worldwide scale.
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, published in 1962, was the wake-up
call for the USA. She clearly identified the widespread use of DDT as

the main cause for the disappearance of birds. In Ireland, with our
smaller, family-run farms, we have escaped longer than most, but
we can no longer be complacent. The grey partridge is gone, we
almost lost the peregrine falcon and right now the following birds are
also on BirdWatch Ireland’s Amber List [i.e. of medium conservation
concern]: kestrel, starling, house sparrow, gannet, chough, swallow.
In this absolutely engrossing book Joseph Horgan has assembled
a fusion of natural history, poetry and literature. It gives snapshots of
Irish wildlife from Giraldus Cambrensis to Lloyd Praeger and Michael
Viney and includes otters and seals as well as the general run of
birds.
Horgan recommends getting out and walking slowly ‘at
perception’s pace’ to appreciate the landscape and to understand
how it evolved. Be aware of local placenames that encapsulate
aeons of history and folklore. On one level the book covers an
autumn and a winter, from the departure of the swallows to their
return, but on another level it covers centuries, noting the changes
that have come about as society advanced from being agricultural
to one that is urbanised, industrialised and motorised.
We have come a long way, are all better off and there have been
significant gains, but let us not lose any more of the natural world
either through carelessness or ignorance. This well written and wellresearched book will open your eyes to the wonder and the beauty
that is literally ‘at your backdoor.’

...The wealth of climbing in this area
Howard Hebblethwaite

France Haute Provence
By Adrian Berry
Rockfax, 288pp
£24.95 ISBN: 978 1 873341 27 8
The new Rockfax guide to Haute Provence
is a very slick and attractive piece of work. It
cries out to you to open it up and drool over
the fantastic colour photographs of endless
immaculate limestone with lines of bolts
disappearing into an azure blue sky. Instant
gratification, I want, I need, I must have, a
www.mountaineering.ie

product of the modern era.
Rockfax of course needs no introduction
to climbers these days with their innovative
approach to guidebook production. They
have become well established and much
liked by most climbers in spite of some
criticism of their commercial aims. It could
be further suggested that their style has led
to the production of more visual modern
guidebooks, including the recent ones in
Ireland.
The stated objective of the guide is ‘to
introduce climbers to the wealth of climbing
in this area.’ They have come up with the
goods with this guide and it certainly will not
disappoint in terms of content and
appearance. It covers an area between the
Rhone and the Durance Valleys from Gap in
the north to Avignon in the south. Fourteen
crags are described including such gems as
Ceuse, Buoux, St Leger and Orpierre as
well as a host of less well known venues all
located in the magnificent surroundings
typical of the area. The selection of a good
range of crags ensures that there appears
to be something for everybody with several
of the crags having an abundance of easier
routes. The layout of the guide is very logical
and easy to navigate with clear maps, useful
tables and amazing photograph topos.
There is good concise information at the

start of each chapter regarding all the
logistics one would need for a climbing trip
with plenty of contacts to local services. The
climbing and landscape photographs seem
to capture the atmosphere of the area
without being overly spectacular.
Overall I would definitely recommend the
guide to anyone visiting the area. It will
serve you well and motivate the most
armchair-bound climbers to go out and try
some of the best climbs in the world.
Toby Dunn on
Mariotte (7c).
Photo: Adrian
Berry.
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Walkers consider Bulgaria a paradise
Radu Toma
Walking in Bulgaria’s National
Parks: Pirin, Rila & Central
Balkan National Parks
By Julian Perry
Cicerone, 256pp
Many photos & sketches
£15.00 ISBN: 978-1-85284-574-2
Walkers and naturalists consider
Bulgaria a paradise due to its
amazing variety of landscapes and
rich biodiversity. Much of the
country is covered by high
mountains and the most majestic
are protected within Pirin, Rila and
Central Balkan Parks. The book

presents twelve 2-3 day treks, suitable for fit and experienced
mountain walkers.
For each national park there are a few pages of introduction, with
extensive information on the local geography, geology, hydrology,
climate, flora and fauna accompanied by stunning photos. For each
walk there’s a sketch to which the traveller can relate, though it is
recommended to acquire local maps of the area. The walker will be
amazed by the stunning views to be found in Pirin and Rila Parks,
which include the highest peaks in the country: Musala (2,925m)
and Vihren (2,914m). The naturalists will find plenty of reasons to get
excited as they might come across one of the many different
species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, butterflies and
dragonflies that make these parks their home.
The appendices contain a short three-page conversation guide, a
list of huts and their respective web addresses to facilitate ease of
booking as, in the summer, some of them might get crowded.
If you are planning a walking holiday in Bulgaria or just intend to
see a little of the ‘wild side’ of this beautiful country, then this book is
a ‘must have.’

By mountain bike, road bike or on foot
Paul A Kay
The Grand Traverse of the
Massif Central
(By Mountain Bike, Road
Bike or on Foot)
By Alan Castle
Cicerone, 192pp
Many photos & sketches
£14.00
ISBN: 978-1-85284-571-1
Whether you are a mountain or
road cyclist, or enjoy walking,
this guidebook certainly is
invaluable from the beginning of
the journey in Clermont to the
finish by the Mediterranean in

Sète. Every single village, road and footpath that you pass through
on the different stages is described in depth, and details such as
local amenities, shops and hotels and even phone numbers for
places like bike shops and cycling clubs are all provided. Tourist
attractions nearby have been researched and described very well.
Although I have never ridden this particular route, it is clear how
useful this book would be in helping you to make the most of your
journey.
The route from beginning to end has been divided into 17 stages
and would usually take you anywhere from between 10 and 20
days. At the end of every stage, there are tables giving you the
distance travelled and the elevations on the ascents and descents.
There are emergency telephone numbers for the particular regions
you are in and there are tips on how to get to the start of the route,
how to get home, and on when and when not to travel. The maps in
the book are very clear and concise, even with keys for the
inexperienced. In fact, a lot of OS Maps that you see of this region
are not as clear as the maps in this guide.

Introducing rope skills to beginners
Joss Lynam
Basic Rope Skills for
Climbers
By Nigel Shepherd
Frances Lincoln, 128pp
Many colour photos
£14.99
ISBN: 978-0-7112-2866-5
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This is, basically, a large format (200 x 200mm) full-colour version of
Shepherd’s well-known Complete Guide to Rope Techniques. The
large format allows space for numerous photographs that illustrate
knots, slings, anchors, belaying and abseiling very clearly for
beginners. There is a chapter entitled “Introducing Friends and
Family” that is specially useful because it has illustrations of children,
including quite small ones on crags and obviously enjoying
themselves.
This is a perfect book for anyone proposing to take out beginners,
or for a child’s Christmas stocking.

www.mountaineering.ie

Mountaineering Ireland continues to provide the
book service previously operated by Joss Lynam.
We can supply you with guidebooks and maps to
almost any part of the world. For the walker,
there is a large collection of Cicerone guides
and books, or the wider selection of books
and guides distributed by Cordee which also
includes many climbing guides. Books
reviewed in the Irish Mountain Log can
usually be purchased through Joss
Books with a members’ discount. To
place an order, ring the
Mountaineering Ireland office on (01)
6251115 or email
info@mountaineering.ie.

4the last word
Ciaran helps a walker
across a river.
Photo: Glenwalk Collection.

Ciaran King

A leader of the pack
MEMBERS OF THE GLENWALK and An Óige Hillwalking Clubs
were devastated by the recent untimely loss of fellow member and
walk leader, Ciaran King, aged 47. The enormous turnout of
mourners from both clubs at his removal bore testimony to the
high esteem in which he was held. The size of the guard of honour
(estimated at 300-400) lining the driveway up to the church left his
family in no doubt as to the depth of our feelings for Ciaran.
The grief shared by family and friends was made all the more
acute by the speed with which Ciaran’s final illness took him, and
this caught many by surprise. Those of us who had an opportunity
to visit him in hospital were struck by the composure and
incredible bravery he showed in the face of his imminent death.
Even though he was faced with this devastating situation, he rarely
wanted to talk about himself and insisted on enquiring about the
well-being of others. This was so typical of the Ciaran we knew.
Ciaran joined the fledgling Glenwalk eight years ago as an
already experienced leader in An Óige. However, despite his vast
experience, he came across as a modest, unassuming individual
who led walks in a quiet, unflustered, almost spiritual manner. He
was a gentle man who allowed nature and the surrounding
landscape to do the talking. Indeed “gentleman” is the word one
associates most with Ciaran. He abounded in diplomacy and
would politely listen to people’s opinions on walks and then, with
his customary expression, “Right oh,” would deftly weave their
suggestions into his plans and continue on his way.
Renowned for eschewing the use of a GPS, a compass was the
most “high tech” piece of equipment he possessed. Even when
caught in the mist in unfamiliar territory he proved himself to be a
master of mountain craft and an unerring navigator. If ever stuck
for a leader, Ciaran was always the one we could rely on to step in
at a moment’s notice.
After college, Ciaran spent three and a half years in Africa doing
voluntary work as a teacher. More recently he worked as a wind
energy consultant and was hugely committed to the environment
and sustainable energy. In fact, the editorial of the most recent

edition of Construct Ireland, a sustainable building magazine to
which Ciaran contributed articles in the past, acknowledges his
passing, describing him as “one of Ireland’s foremost energy
experts.” It contains a brief article from which it is obvious that
Ciaran was very highly regarded in the wider energy and
construction industries.
Apart from hillwalking, Ciaran was an enormously talented Salsa
dancer. He cycled whenever possible and was planning to buy an
electric car. In his back garden he cultivated exclusively native Irish
plants. On night hikes he could speak authoritatively on solar
eclipses, shooting stars, the night sky and so much more!
The loss of Ciaran King to both clubs, as well as to hillwalking
itself, is inestimable and he will be sorely missed. Glenwalk plans
to hold an annual walk in his memory.
May he rest in peace.
Hugon Simm,
Founder and former Chairman of Glenwalk
Ciaran King born May 5th, 1963, died July 3rd, 2010.

Geoffrey Dutton FRSE

Former editor of SMC Journal
PROFESSOR GEOFFREY DUTTON, who died
on June 1st aged 85, will best be known to
mountaineers for his satirical “Doctor”
mountain stories (see review of the collected
edition on page 54) but he had many other
interests. He was world-respected in his field
in biomedicine, he was a poet of some renown
and an experienced open sea swimmer.
He started climbing as an undergraduate in
Edinburgh and, after he received his PhD, he
moved to Dundee College as Professor. With
his wife, in 1957 he moved to northern
Perthshire where they created a “marginal
garden” on a wooded hillside.
He edited the SMC Journal from 19601971, when he encouraged a high standard of
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writing and published essays by the young
Robin Smith, paving his way to fame.
May he rest in peace.
Joss Lynam

Eoin Curran
The Board of Mountaineering
Ireland would like to offer their
sincere condolences to former
Board member, Darragh
Curran, and his family on the
untimely death of his brother,
Eoin, in a sailing accident in
New York in July. Eoin, from
Templeogue in Dublin, was 30
years of age and was working
for Google in New York as a
software engineer at the time
of his tragic death.
May he rest in peace.

Geoffrey Dutton, born 1924, died 2010.
www.mountaineering.ie

Find out more at: http://www.hikingwalkingspain.com

www.mountaineering.ie
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Tollymore National Outdoor Centre provides
the widest range of courses in Ireland. The
state of the art facility, funded and managed
by Sport Northern Ireland, is now open
following a major redevelopment.
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T: 028 4372 2158 E: admin@tollymore.com Web: www.tollymore.com

